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ABSTRACT 

Chapters one to four of this thesis provide back

ground material relevant to George Eliot's thought about 

the limits to human freedom. In chapter one, Eliot's loss 

of faith and her relationship to Hennell's position are 

considered. Chapter two deals with her indebtedness to 

Feuerbach, and his doctrine of the religious centrality of 

man . The nature of Eliot's views on ethical obligation is 

discussed in chapter three. Chapter four ends this section 

with a consideration of the view of life wh ich pervades 

Eliot's novels, an essentially deterministic one 1;vhich 

nonetheless insists upon the need for responsible moral 

action. 

Chapters five to nine analyze the weight of deter

mining factors in the lives of a number of Eliot's characters. 

These are: chapters five and six -- Hetty Sorrel and 

Arthur Donnithorne (Adam Bede) , chapter seven -- Magg ie 

Tulliver (The Millon the Floss), chapter eight --

Mrs. Transome (Felix Holt , the Rac.ical) and chapter nine 

-- G~vendolen Harleth (Danie l Deronda ) . 
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PREFACE 

In Dickens' novels, a Christian world-view may 

fairly safely be taken for granted . In spite of the growing 

religious turmoil of his day, Dickens as a novelist accepted 

the old verities and sanctities without question . By the 

end of the century, this kind of acceptance by English 

vvriters had, for the most part, broken dmm. George Eliot 

is the first great English novelist to work explicitly 

outside the accepted religious traditions. 

, Hy original interest in preparing this thesis 

",las to gain some insight into what happens to the novel 

when a common religious faith can no longer be taken for 

granted, when each writer must assume the task of creating 

a universe and declaring what he takes to be the true 

nature of reality. Inevitably my subject became narrowed 

down, first to the work of Eliot alone, then to a considera

tion of a prime element in her vievJ of the place of man 

in the unive rse -- the determined nature of that place. 

The first four chapters of the thesis deal with a considera

tion of the building materi a ls for Eliot ' s "brave new wor ld", 

and of one chief result of the construction: the limits to 

fr eedom which impinge upon the inhabitants . The subseauent 

iv 



chapters consider hmv the determining factors weigh upon a 

number of Eliot's characters. 

I have chos en to work on Adam Bede, The Hill on the 

Floss, Felix Holt and Daniel Deronda. Perhaps some reason 

should be given for omitting a novel of such importance 

as l1iddlemarch. A good reason would be that this novel has 

been written upon frequently and at great length. The real 

reason is that I had previously worked on Middlemarch, and 

did not ,,7ish to respade old ground . 

I should like to express my thanks to my t HO readers, 

Professor II. J. Ferns, and Professor G. Petrie. 

My chief thanks lowe to my supervisor, Profes s or Hichael 

Ross, ,,7ho possesses the grace of patience, and vIhose kind

ness and criticism are both appreciated. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE EMPTY UNIVERSE 

Running through the marketplace in his agony, 

Nietzsche's madman cries : 

I seek God~ I seek God~ . Where is God 
gone? . I mean to tell you~ We have killed 
him, -- you and I: We are all hiS-murderers~ 
God is dead: God remains dead: And we have 
killed him: How shall we console ourselves, the 
most murderous of all murderers? the holiest and 
the mightiest that the world has hitherto possessed, 
has bled to death under our knife, -- who will wipe 
the blood from us? With what water could we cleanse 
ourselves? What lustrums, what sacred games shall 
we have to devise? Is not the magnitude of this 
deed too great for us? Shall we not ourselves have 
to become Gods, merely to seem worthy of it?l 

In 1843, Miss Mary Ann Evans, at the age of twenty-

four, having recently lost her evangelical faith, exclaims: 

"When the soul i s just liberated from the wretched giant 's 

bed of dogmas on which it has been racked and stretched ever 

since it began to think, there is a feeling of exultation 

and strong hope".2 In Miss Evans' experience, the transi-

tion from belief to unbelief seems to lack entirely the 

lFriedrich Nietzsche, The Joyful Wisdom (1882) 
(New York, 1964), pp. 167-169 . 

2George Eliot, Geor~e Eliot's Life as Related in 
Her Lett e rs and Journals, e . J. W. Cross ( New York , 1885), 
I, 88 , letter to Miss Sara Hennell, 9th Oct. 1843 . 

1 
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anguish and despair cornman to Nietzsche's madman and many 

of Miss Evans' doubting contemporaries. Initially, at least, 

it is a sense of exhilarating freedom which is uppermost 

in her consciousness, and she longs to communicate her new 

truth to others. But not for long~ 

. a year or two of reflection and the experience 
of our own miserable weakness, which will ill afford 
to part even VJith the crutch of superstition, must, 
I think, effect a change. Speculative truths begin 
to appear but a shadow of individual minds. Agree
ment between intellects seems unattainable, and we 
turn to the truth of feeling as the only universal 
bond of union. 3 

Miss Evans is not without hope that a concern with 

fellow feeling will lead men to "higher possibilities" than 

the churches h a d presented. But by 1860, now firml y 

established as the best-selling author George Eliot, she 

can still write to her friend Mme. Bodichon that our 

'"highes t calling and election' is to do without opium, and 

live through all our pain with conscious, clear-eyed en

durance". 4 The initial g l ad relief from the burden of be-

lief has turned into a kind of settled resignation, a will 

to endure without crutch or opium the empty universe she 

3Eliot, Life, I, 88 , l etter to Miss Sara Henne ll, 
9th Oct. 1843. 

4Eliot, Life, II, 206, l etter to Mme. Bodichon, 
26th Dec. 18 60 . 
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finds herself inhabiting. And the " truth of feeling" is 

to be of paramount importanc e in coming to terms with a 

godless world. 

If Eliot doubted that man could attain unanimity 

in speculative thought, she nonetheless felt the need to 

come to terms with the intellectual implications of her own 

stance, a position which remained fairly consistent from 

her early twenties. German philosophical and theological 

thought provided the primary raw material for her thinking. 

She had herself already attempted to produce a chronology 

of ~arly church history. Then the higher criticism, with 

its growing sensitivity to the relativities of historical 

knowledge, made a deep impact upon her, and rendered her 

attempts to sort out church history unnecessary . Initially, 

the impact of German thought was mediated through the work 

of one of her Coventry friends, Charles Hennell. His book, 

An Inquiry Concerning the Origin of Christianity (1838), 

was decisive in her loss of faith. Here the question of 

the historical validity of the gospel stories was con -

vincingly settled for her. Hennell had undergone 

a gr adu a lly increas ing conviction that the 
true account of the life of J esu s Christ, and of 
the spread of his r elig ion, would be found to 
contain no deviation from the known laws of nature, 
nor to require, for their explanation, more than 



the operation of human motives and feelings, acted 
upon by the peculiar circumstances of the age and 
country where the religion originated. 5 

4 

Although Christianity ceased to represent a divine 

revelation to Hennell, it none the less provided a useful 

institution, with a moral system of "general excellence". 

The scriptures continue to exercise a "beneficial influence" 

upon mankind. Hennell had no wish to do a disservice to 

Christianity; rather he hoped to liberate it from outdated 

supernaturalism and show its true value as a "system of 

elevated thought and feeling". Thus, Jesus with his 

"attractive character" and "elevated designs" becomes a 

paradigm of human virtue, and relig ion an inspirational 

source of guidance for leading the higher moral life. In 

1847, re-reading the Inquiry, Eliot commented that nothing 

in its whole tone jarred on her mora l sense. 6 

An "encircling mysterious Intelligence" which would 

" ensure a provision for all the real interests of man,,7 

SCharles Hennell, An Inquiry Concerning the Origin 
of Christianity (London, 1838), p. iv. 

6Elio t , Life, I, 119, l etter to Miss Sara Hennell , 
16th Sept. 1847.--

7Hennell, Inquiry, p. 370. 
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still remained a part of Hennell's thinking . Here Eliot 

followed Hennell only for a short time. Soon she ,'70uld 

admit o f no possibility of a spiritual dimens ion beyond the 

human. The universe was governed neither by a Heavenly 

Father, nor by a mysterious Intelligence, but by the un

alterable regularities of scientific law. 

Still, much of Hennell's think ing was in accord with 

Eliot's own. His sense of the time-condi t ioned nature of 

historical knowledge, his r e liance on the known laws of 

n a ture, his respect for the moral effe cts of religious 

faith, and his emphasis on elevated feeling a ll become 

basic elements in Eliot's view of life . But to her the 

eclipse of God was to tal , and man assumed the central place 

in her religious thought. Nan must nov] rely only upon 

himself: "Heaven help us~ said the old religion; the 

new one, from its very l a ck of that faith, will teach us all 

the more to help one another".8 

8Eliot, Life, I, 217, letter to the Brays, Jan. 1 853 . 



CHAPTER II 

THE NEH HUHANISM 

In 1846, Eliot published her translation of David 

Friedrich Strauss's Das Leben Jesu. Strauss occupied a 

central place in the historical critical movement. Thi s 

movement involved an attempt on the part of scholars to 

look at historical materials from an objective point of 

view, and by patient, critical examination of the evidence, 

to recover the past. The Bible was to be subject to the 

same critical canons as other ancient documents. It was 

assumed that by this method one could discover the correct 

interpretation of the text, and establish what really 

happened. Strauss ' s wholesale Germanic approach to the 

gospel histories sickened Eliot . His technique was to take 

each incident in the life of J esus, exemplify both the 

supernatural istic and the rationalistic interpreta tions, 

and point out their inadequacies. In true Hegelian fashion, 

he ",70uld then introduce as the synthesis his o1;.m (in his 

view, correct) mythological interpr etat ion. To the trans

lator , the beautiful poetry of the stories was destroyed b y 

Straus s 's analytic technique . She could, she said , only 

tolerate the dissection of the crucifixion stories by 

6 



gazing at the image of Christ over her desk.l 

In the biblical stories she loved, Eliot saw 

exemplary tales of human strugg les towards goodness and 

understanding. Dogma she repudiated, but she cared for 

h . " . 11 h . 11 f of bell· ef" . 2 w at lS essentla y uman In a orms A 

strong interest in dogmatic beliefs is, in her novels, 

generally associated with the self-deluding tendencies of 

the egoist. But beneath the beliefs, she sought the 

"lasting meaning,,3 which she thought lay in all relig ious 

doctrine . This meaning she found in the need for a "more 

7 

deeply awing sense of responsibility to man, spring ing from 

sympathy with . . the difficulty of the human lot". 4 

When she b egan translating Ludwig Feuerbach's 

The Essence of Christian i ty (1 841), Eliot discovered a 

mind and a way of thinking which was altogether more con-

genial to her own. For Feurerbach effected the translation 

of theology into anthropology. Qualities of the divine 

were simply human qualities writ l arge , projections of man's 

l Eliot, Life, I, 100, l et t er from Mrs . Bray to 
Niss Sara IIennel1,l4th Febru2.ry 1346 . 

2Eliot, Life, II, 86 , l etter to Charles Er2.Y, 
5th J uly 1 859. 

3~1 · L · f L lot, l e , 
26th NoveI!lber lS~ 

II, 249, let ter to r-lme . Bodichon, 

4171 . 
w lo t , L if e, I I I, 62 , 1 e t t e r to Nr s. H. B . S t OIv e , 

8th Hay 1869 . 
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own ideals. Religious expressions about God, to be under-

stood in their true sense, had to be translated into 

expressions about man. As Feuerbach understood it, 

" . faith in God is therefore the faith of man in the 

infinitude and truth of his own nature: the Divine Being 

is the subjective human being in his absolute freedom and 

unlimitedness. 

religion is Han". 5 

. The beginning, middle and end of 

Feuerbach's aim was not so much to degrade God to 

an human level, as to exalt man to divine level, and with 

such an aim Eliot was in total agreement. Human relation-

ships and feelings took on a sacred character, man's 

sufferings for others a divine dimension: 

The mystery of the suffering God is therefore 
the mystery of feeling, sensibility. 
But the proposition: God is a fe e ling Being, 
is only the religious periphrase [sic] of the 
proposition: feelin g is absolute, divine in 
its nature. 6 

Feeling is religious s imp l y because it is feeling, "the 

ground of its religiousnes s in its o~vn nature -- lies in 

itself".7 The value to be conceded to Christ i an ideas 

depends entirely on their relationship to human feelings. 

As Adam Bede phrased it, "I've seen pretty clear . . as 

5Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence of Christianity (1841), 
trans . George Eliot (New York, 1957), p. 184. 

6Feuerbach, Essence, pp. 62-3 . 

7 Feuerbach, Essence, p . 10. 
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religion's something else besides notions. It isn't notions 

sets people doing the right thing -- it's feelings".8 

But it is in the species man, not the individual 

(considered apart from his essence) that perfection and 

infinitude reside, in Feuerbach's thinking. Plainly a 

human being is limited and finite and must not identify 

himself immediately with the species, as his egoism demands. 

But his essence is infinite, and in this essence each man 

shares. He is to himself infinite, he has his God in him-

self, Feuerbach argues. "Such as are a man's thoughts and 

d · .. h' h' G d ,,9 lSposltlons, suc lS lS O. Thus, Feuerbach ironically 

answers the question of Nietzsche's madman: "shall we not 

ourselves have to become Gods,,?lO It is when the individual 

becomes aware of a world outside himself, that he becomes 

conscious of limitations. His e go ism would have him see 

himself as absolute, but "the first stone against which the 

pride of egoism stumbles is the thou, the alter ego. The 

~ first steels its g lance in the eye of a thou before it 

endures the contemplation of a being I.<lhich does n ot refl e ct 

its own image " 11 

8George Eliot, Adam Bede (1859) (New York, 1956), 
p. 176. Subs equen t p age re ference s in the text wil l be to 
this edi t ion. 

9 Feuerbach, Essence, p . 12. 

lONie t zsche, J oyful Wisdom, p . 

11 Feuer bach, Es sence, p. 82 . 

1 c.. Q 
.L V V. 
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Thus Feuerbach proclaims the essentially communal 

nature of man, and the function of the other in enabl ing 

man to break through e goistic isolation. Clearly Eliot 

agrees. "He are all of us born in moral stupidity , tak ing 

h ld dd f d selves.
,,12 

t e wor as an u er to ee our supreme Eliot's 

e goists live in illusion "",hen they assume they can live in 

personal independence. They see themselves as living at 

the centre of their o,vn existence, and they must come to 

see -- not so much that they are not at the centre -- as 

that other human being s have corresponding centres, from 

which they see the "vorld in a different light . Even 

Dorothea, one of the l east egoistic of Eliot's heroines, 

in coming to know her husband must lea rn that h e ". . had 

an equivalent centre of self, ,vhence the lights and shadmvs 

must always f a ll with a cer tain differ enc e ".13 

With Feue rb a ch, Eliot once commented, she everywhere 

14 agreed. It i s cl ear that her thought is permeated wi th 

l 2George Eliot, Middlemarch (18 71- 2) (Cambr idge , 
195 6), p. 156 . Subsequence pag e refer e nc es in the text 
will b e to th i s ed i tion . 

l3Eliot, Middlemarch, p. 15 7 . 

l 4George Eliot , The George Elio t Lett e r s , ed . 
G. S. Haight (New Haven, 1 954 ), II, 153, let ter to 
Miss Sara Hennell, 29th April 1 854 . 
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the religion of humanity, and the links between Feuerbach's 

ideas and her novels are many . The religious centrality 

of man, the sanctity of human relationships, the absolute 

value of human feelings, and the need to recognize the 

co-existence of the other, are among the most easily 

detectable elements common to both the master and the 

disciple. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MORAL IMPERATIVE 

George Myers, relating a conversation he held with 

George Eliot in 1873, tells how she, in commenting on the 

words "God, immortal ity, Duty," 11 . pronounced with 

terrible earnestness, how inconceivable was the first, how 

unbelievable the second, and yet how peremptory and absolute 

the third. Never, 1 1 comrnen ts Myers, "perhaps, have sterner 

accents affirmed the sovereignty of impersonal and un

recompensing Law" 1 

Friedrich Nietzsche, in a section of the Twilight 

of the Idols (1888), headed "G. Eliot", complained: 

They are rid of the Christian God and now believe 
all the more firmly that they must cling to 
Christian morality. That is an English con
sistency; we do not wish to hold it against 
little moralistic females a la Eliot. In 
England one must rehabilitate onese lf after every 
little emancipation from theolo gy by showing in 
a veritably awe-inspiring manner what a moral 
fanatic one is. That is the penance they pay 
there. 

We others hold otherwise. When one g ives up the 
Christian faith, one pulls the right to Christ ian 
morality out from under one 1 s feet. This morality 
is by no means self-evident: this point has to 
be exhibited again and again desp ite the English 

1 d . Quot e In Basil Willey, Nineteenth Century Studies 
(Aylesbury, 1949), p. 214. 

12 



flatheads. . Christian morality . stands 
and falls with faith in God. 

When the English actually believe that they know 
"intuitively" what is good and evil, we 
merely witness the effects of the dominion of the 
Christian value judgement and an e xpression of the 
strength and depth of this dominion: such that 
the origin of English morality has been forgotten, 
such that the very conditional character of its 
right to exi stence is no longer felt . 2 

The absolute nature of ethical obligation is in-

13 

deed central to Eliot's thinking, but -- contra Nietzsche 

she does consider it to be properly grounded, and not in-

validated by her loss of faith . Hhat, then, is the nature 

of this grounding? Again, Eliot is very close to Feuerbach. 

As we have seen, in his thinking absolutes once connected 

with God become human absolutes. And just as the divine 

quality of feeling is grounded solely in itself, so 

morality has its ground of sacredness now in itself. "Let 

friendship be sacred to thee, prop er ty sacred, marriage 

sacred -- sacred the well-being of every man: but let them 

3 be sacred in and Qy themse lves . " Eliot accepted the con-

tention that human sanctities are grounded in themselves 

-- in the very natur e of human life . "Pity and fairness", 

2Friedrich Ni etzsche , Twilight of the Idols (1 888 ), 
in The Portable Ni e t zsche ( New York, 19 65 ), pp. 515 - 16. 

3 Feuerbach, Essenc e , p . 271. 
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she said, "two little words which, carried out, would em-

brace the utmost delicacies of the moral life -- seem to 

me not to rest on an unverifiable hypothesis, but on facts 

quite as irreversible as the perception that a pyvamid 

will not stand on its 
t.. apex . II r 

A critic of her ovm day charged tha t Eliot in effect 

became a l aw unto herself . Although the source of her 

morality is nothing higher than her own mind, yet she 

attributed to that moral 1m] an absolute quality. 5 It is 

ironic that Eliot can be charged with abso lutism, con-

sidering that it is just this factor vlhich she found so 

dangerous in the thinking of relig ious dogmatist s . Yet it 

does seem to be true that Eliot held her moral absolutes 

to be self-evident truths. Ul t imately both she and 

Feuerbach fall b a ck into a kind of intuitionism. An d this 

is a t yp e of theory which is extremely difficult to put to 

the test - - there being n o cri teria outside themselves b y 

which intuitions c an be judged. 

It ma·y well be c on c ede d to Nietzsche that some of 

the mora l ';fa cts" Eliot intuits are really the re sult of th e 

4Quoted in Richard Ho lt, Essays on Some of the 
Modern Guides to Eng lish Thought in Matters o f Faith 
TLondon, 129 1), p . 303 . 

5 Holt, Essays, p. 275 . 
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dominion of the Christian value judgement. Eliot had been 

steeped in nineteenth century evangelical Christianity, 

and clearly the religion of her youth had a strong influence 

in the formation of her moral values. It remains true that 

Eliot draws from sources other than the Christian tradition . 

Her doctrine of the moral authority of the past, for example, 

owes more to the positivist doctrine of continuity and to 

her reading of Vlords,'lOrth than to any think ing specifically 

Christian. 

In any case, Eliot could not agree that Christian 

moral judgements stand and fall with faith in God. If ~hey 

are valid judgements, they orig inate in man 's n a tural 

symp a thies and feeling s, refine d and developed b y the 

experience of generations . Their validity then, cannot 

be tied to any kind of do gmat ic belief . To Eliot, as to 

Feuerbach, it is the human values wh ich are primary, and 

the conception o f divinity a subsequent projection. It 

follows that to Eliot it would not be inconsistent to retain 

Christian values while discarding theistic belie f. 

Eliot believed that moral behaviour would follow 

from the "fullest kno"Jledge and the fullest sympathy" . 6 

Experience, chief l y of suffering , leads men by i maginative 

6Georg e Eliot, Impressions of Theophrastus Such (1879) 
( New York, 1906), p . 293. 
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extension of their feelings to others, to sympathy and al l-

embracing love. In accord with the psychology of positivism, 

Eliot held the optimistic view that man is by nature both 

social and sympathetic . Being schooled by experience, the 

individual naturally sympathizes with others. The con-

ditions of life -- the effects of natural law, the cruelty 

caused by the i gnorance or selfishness of others -- must be 

borne. But they call forth, Eliot some'l;vhat sanguinely 

thinks, a strong motive that others should not suffer from 
7 

our actions. Our ovm good must be renounced if others 

suffer thereby. Renunciation, then, and resignation are 

moral necessities imposed upon us by the very conditions 

of human life. Hhat is required of man is not a Promethean 

defiance of the fates, but the " unembittered compliance 

of the soul vlith the inevitable'!. 8 

But if I'1an is not armed \-Vi th knmvledge and the 

schooling in sympathy, then the egoistic passions may 

dominate him. Eliot had a great fear of the destructive 

possibilities of unrestrained human passion. Theophrastus 

Such voices his (and her) concern in dra~atic fashion: 

7Eliot, Life, III, 17 9 , letter to the Hon. Mrs . 
Ponsonby, 10th D~1874. 

8E liot, Life, III, 214, letter to Miss Sara Hennell, 
22nd Hov . 1876. 
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" . it is the nature of vanity and arro gance if un-

checked, to become cruel and self-justifying. There are 

fierce be a sts within: chain them, chain them, and let them 

learn to cower before the creatur e with wider reason".9 

The intellect, informed by that sense of duty which grows 

from hUTilan as socia tions, mus t vlOrk to res train the fury of 

the passions. In an essay in which Eliot lambasts one bf 

the evangelical preachers of her day, she stresses that 

intellect and morality must be held together: "Amiable 

impulses vJithout intellect man may have in cornmon "7ith d.ogs 

and horses; but morality, which is specifically hU8an, is 

dependent on the re gulation of feeling by inte11ect . " 10 

Although Eliot appears to assume, with the optimism of the 

rationalist, that reas on can control p a ssion -- "th ou 

ought, therefore thou canst" -- she nonetheless in her novels 

suggests with con s iderable subtlety the power of the non-

ration al f a ctor s in decision ma king , a s , for e x ample, in 

Gwendo1en's choice of Grandcourt as a husband. 

9E1iot, The o phrast u s Such , p. 1 23. 

10Georg e Eliot, " Evan gelica l Teaching : Dr. Cumming ", 
pp . 15 8-1 39 in Thomas P inney , ed., Essays o f George Eliot 
( New York , 1963), p. 1 66 . 
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The guiding intellect is assisted in its task by 

the traditions of the past, which provide associations 

and moral imperatives which have gained the status of laws. 

If moral duty is not firmly grounded in the past life of 

the individual and of his folk, then pure anarchy may 

result. "If the past is not to bind us", says Maggie 

Tulliver, "Ttlhere can duty lie? He should have no la\\7 but 

the inclination of the Cloment . "ll 

Awareness of where one ' s duties truly lie, then, 

is a necessary part of human life. Hithout this sense, 

Eliot's more noble characters appear lost . Romola, when 

she takes on the care of Tito ' s cOffllTIon-law wife and children, 

is undoubtedly responding to their need. But they are also 

providing for her a source of duties necessary to her ex-

istence. Both Dorothea Brooke and Daniel Deronda experience 

an ovenvhelming need to discover the duties which can give 

them a sense of direction and purpose in life. Duty to 

Eliot has the sense not only of something which one is 

oblige d to do, though it does have that , but a lso of some-

thing more positive which gives central meaning to life, 

and serves to bind one to one's fellow in love. 

llCeorge Eliot, The Mi ll on the Flo ss (1 860) 
( Ne\v York, 1965), p. 499 . Subsequent page references in the 
text will be to this edition. 
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John Cross refers to Eliot as a meliorist,12 a 

believer in the slow but inevitable progress of man in 

moral matters. Higher moral tendencies are as yet in an 

undeveloped state. ':1:'0 El iot, it is deeds ~vhich are of 

greatest i mportance in the moral life, because it is they 

which have consequences , and evil consequences may ensue no 

matter hmv irreproachable the motivation . But insight into 

moral action and its results takes place on a continuum; 

it utilizes the "'7isdom and insights of the past . There is 

no such thing as starting de novo . Eliot could not repudiate 

insights from the long Christian tradition, for such truths 

are necessary to build upon for the futur e . A break to a 

ne,,\! morality, such as Nietzsche YJould advocate, uould not 

be possible with Eliot's presuppositions. 

l2E1 · t ' .Ll O , Li fe , III, 309. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE LABYRINTH OF LIFEl 

In writing to John Chapman about the appointment 

of an editor for the Westminster Rev iew, in 1852, Eliot 

said: 

If you believe i n Free Will, in the Theism 
that l ooks on manhood as a type of the godhead 
and on Jesus as the Ideal Man, get one belonging 
to the Hartineau "School of thought". 

If not -- if you believe, as I do, that the 
thought which is to mould the Future has for its 
root a belief in necessity, that a nobler pre
sentation of humanity has yet to be given in 
resignation to individual nothingness, than could 
ever be she,;vn of a being cvho believes in the 
phantasmagoria of hope unsustained by reason -
why then get a man of another calibre . ... 2 

1·iliat, then, are the conditions of life in Eliot's 

novels? Men live, not in ;'le Llilieu divin", but in an 

empty maze. Although the centre of his oc,m world, an 

individua l has no ultimate significance. Those of Eliot's 

characters who believe in Providence are either simply mis-

taken, or deluded by a proj ec tion of their mvn egoism --

hope unsustained by reason . 

1 
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda (1876) (Aylesbury, 

1974), p. 317 . Subsequent page references in the text will 
be to this edition. 

2Quoted in Nei l Roberts, George Eliot Her Beliefs 
and Her Art (London, 1975), p. 40. 
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Rigid laws govern both the natural and the psycho-

logical spheres. The law of moral consequences, propounded 

by Eliot's friend Charles Bray, suggests a kind of natural 

law of morality, on analogy with the 1aT,<7s of natural science, 

by which results fo110\-7 necessaril y from the deeds of men. 

In the world of the novels, men, for the most part, reap 

the good or evil they have so\,m. The evil, in particular, 

is pictured as multiplying its effects upon both the per-

petrators and those who are innocent bystanders . 

Early choices are crucial, for they set up patterns 

of good and evil from which it becomes increasingly diffi-

cult to deviate . And escape from the con sequences of our 

deeds is virtuall y i mpossible. Lord Acton comments that, 

"The doctrine that neither contrition nor sacrifice can 

a pp ease Neme sis or avert the consequences of our wrong-

doing fr om ourselve s an d others filled a very l a r ge space 

indeed in her s c heme of life and literature". 3 Ne,,v beg inning s 

are not possible, when life is g ove rned b y inf luences ex-

tending from the past into the futur e . Li fe i s a web, a 

n etwork of interconnected deeds, each a part of a n atura l 

unending cause and effect process . Deserting the claims 

3Lord Acton , " George Eliot's Li fe", i n G. S. Haigh t , 
ed ., A Century of George Eliot Critici sm ( Boston, 1965), 
pp . 154-55. 
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imposed by one's past thus becomes a cardinal sin against 

the order of nature, a hubris in the face of the inevitable . 

Heredity, as well as the natural order, provides 

an inescapable determinant of human life. In her notes 

on "The Spanish Gypsy", Eliot stresses the part played by 

hereditary conditions in human life. " \vha t we call 

duty is entirely made up of such conditions; for even in 

cases of just antagonism to the narrow view of hereditary 

claims, the whole background of the particular struggle is 

made up of our inherited nature. ,,4 

Those who are born into the labyrinth of life are 

originally unmvare of these determining conditions. Eliot's 

characters, in their immaturity, appear a l most solipsistic . 

They must learn that the world outside themselves is not 

given for their nourishment, nor is mutual understanding in 

human community a g iven reality, but a goal which requires 

constant effort from those \vho live in the "fello\Jsh ip of 

'11 . ,,5 l USlon, Nor is there any hope for a complete attainment 

of the goal . In a world of isolat ed subjectivities, each 

must necessarily see from a different angle, each with its 

own degree of distortion . 

4Eliot, Life, III, 31. 

SEliot, Middlemarch, p. 237. 
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Tragedy occurs because of the human inability to 

accept the limitations imposed by the conditions of exis-

tence. Our wills and our destiny are perennially in con-

flict, unless we learn to resign ourselves to the inevi-

table. Eliot's position seems to presuppose a completely 

closed, predetermined system, in which choice is inoperable. 

She herself makes the contrast between a belief in free 

will -- which she does not hold -- and a belief in 

necessity -- which she does . But hO,vever weighted Eliot ' s 

view appears to be on the side of determinism, she also 

presupposes the need for the human will to initiate action. 

Only thus can moral endeavour be urged . Philosophical 

consistency may seem to contradict th e exigencies of the 

moral nature, but those needs are crucial to Eliot. In 

writing to her friend Hrs . Ponsonby, who feared that deter-

minism would lead to a paralysis of moral action, Eliot 

says: 

As to the necessary conditions through "Jhich life 
is manifested, and which seem to present them
selves to you as a hideous fatalism, which ought 
logically to petrify your volition, have they, 
in fact, any such influence on your ordinary 
cours e of action. ? And if they don't hinder 
you fro~ t ak ing measures for a bath . . why 
should they hinder you from a line of re solve 
in a higher stra in of duty to your idea l. ? 
But the consideration of molecular physics 
is not the direct ground of human love and mora l 
act ion. 6 

6 
Eliot, Life, III, 177, 10th I'ecen.ber l 37L~. 
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On another occasion, to the same correspondent, 

she s tres sed: "I shall not be sa tis fied ~vi th your philo sophy 

till you have conciliated necessitarianism -- I hate the 

ugly word -- with the practice of willing strong ly, willing 

to will strongly, and so on. 
,, 7 

Man, then, is cons trained by determining la,,7s from 

his cradle. His hereditary nature, the physical universe, 

the psychological sphere, the moral sphere -- all are 

governed by rigid la~v . Man must learn to acknowl edge these 

limits to his freedom, for if he acts in defiance of them he 

will suffer the inevitable destructive consequences . 

Acceptance of the limits to freedom and resignation to their 

inevitability constitute true piety. 

At the same time, man who cannot be fully 

cognizant of all the intricacies of psychological law 

determining his own nature -- must learn to "will strongly". 

The assumed power of moral volition, if a philosophical 

oddity in a determinist position, is nonetheless essential 

for practical living . A tension becomes evident in the 

novels when Eliot's determinist presuppositions collide 

with her insisten ce upon moral discrimination, and respon-

sibility for moral action. 

7Eliot, Li fe, III, 189, 19 t h Au~ust 1 8 75. __ u 



CHAPTER V 

A LITTLE BUTTERFLY SOUL: HETTY SORP~L 

Of all Eliot ' s characters, Hetty Sorrel seems the 

least well equipped to exercise moral autonomy. All those 

elements in l ife which Eliot takes to be the origin of the 

moral sense in man appear to be missing or stunted in Hetty. 

First, she is an orphan, who has been transp l anted to her 

uncle's home at ten years of age. But we hear of no loving 

bonds from her early years, no lingering ties to an old 

home. Even the ties with her new home are extremely 

tenuous. She has no affection for the flowers or the garden, 

no love for the living things of the farm . The servant 

Molly delights in the new yellow chicks, but Hetty tends 

them only because she is promised the profits from one. 

Rootedness in the land or affection for the common things 

of life is not part of Hetty 's experience . The Poysers 

agonize over the prospect of being uprooted from the home 

farm, but "Hetty could have cast al l her past life behind 

her, and neve r cared to be reminded of it aga in" (p . 150). 

Nor i s Hetty bound more closely to the human world. 

Her aunt and uncle, being middle-aged, are scarcely 
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loveable. Dinah' s serious talk is tolerable, for Hetty 

never listens to her (p. 138). Her three little cousins, 

whom she has looked after since babyhood, are only a source 

of care and nuisance to her. When the infant Totty is lost , 

and believed in danger, Hetty's indifference is obvious. 

Her aunt is not insensible to Hetty's lack of feelings about 

the family. "It's my belief her heart's as hard as a 

pebble" (p . 152) says Mrs. Poyser. It is as though nothing 

from outside herself draws Hetty -- " . for thing s take 

no more hold on her than if she \.vas a dried pea" (p. 333) . 

Even in the final scenes, where Hetty confesses to the 

abandonment of her child, sh~ refers to the infant as "it" 

or " the little baby" . The reader is not even aware of its 

sex. Het ty incorporates nothing into her o,vn life; others 

remain objects external to her . 

An appreciation of commun al traditions, a sense of 

being bound in a community of religious faith or thought, 

is also lacking in Hetty. She has never expressed any 

curio s ity or interest in the pictures in the old Bible. 

Church is an excellent place to go to attract the admiring 

attention of her swains, but it means nothing more to Hetty: 

Religious doctrines had taken no hold on Hetty's 
mind: she was one of those num~rous people who 
have had godfathers and godmothers, learned their 
catechism, been confirmed, and gone to church every 
Sunda y , and yet, for any practical result of 
streng th in life or trust in death, have never 
appropriated a sing le Christian idea or Christian 
feeling . (p. 376) 
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Hetty, we are informed, is influenced neither by religious 

fears not by r e ligious hopes in her journey in despair. 

Hetty's detachment from her natural surroundings, 

from human affection and from religious feeling means that 

she can develop littl e in the way of moral sensibility. 

She does not identify herself with the res ponsibilities of 

h e r life. It is vex ing that butter-mak ing should coarsen 

h e r hands (p. 147), and as for the imposition of Totty 

-- v-lhy Hetty "would have been g l a d to h ear . that she should 

n ever see a child again" (p. 151): ~\Then Het ty occasionally 

reflects upon h e r own actions, her chief concern is with 

the view others might take of what she has done. A 

question of the in t rinsic rightness or wron gness of her 

actions never seems to trouble he~ her conscience is geared 

more to her own pleasure-pain calculus than to any con 

ception of the right. 

Nor does Hetty possess any real understanding of 

the wor ld outside herself . Whi l e Dinah looks out her bed

room window at the world, Hetty turns in to her mirror and 

indulge s in her rites of self-worship. Any polished surface 

in which she can see her reflection g ives Hetty a wel come 

glimpse of her own divinity . In her e go ism and vanity , 

Hetty spins for her self a dream world . A simple uneducated 

farm girl, Hetty h as never read a novel. Sources for her 

romantic vision ar e limited. But the swee t words and caress e s 
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from Arthur and the glimpses into Miss Lydia's wardrobe 

prove sufficient. She sees herself as Arthur 's wife, a 

great lady in a coach, elegantly gowned in brocaded silk, 

and envied by all her former acquaintance. Her dreams have 

a narcotic effect upon Hetty, even in their earliest stages. 

She sees things " through a soft, liquid veil, as if 

she were living not in this solid world of brick and stone, 

but in a beatified world, such as the sun lights up for us 

in the waters " (p. 96). Hetty's world and the real '\'70r1d 

are dangerously separated. 

Hetty, indeed, had some rationale for dreaming of 

becoming Arthur's wife, for in her innocence and inexperience 

caresses and soft words such as his amount to a declaration: 

Captain Donnithorne couldn't like her to go on 
doing work: he would like to see her in nice 
clothes, and thin shoes and white stockings, 
perhaps with silk clocks to them; for he must 
love her very much -- no one else had ever put 
his arm around her and kissed her in that way. 
He would want to marry her and make a lady of 
her; she could hardly dare to shape the 
thought -- yet how else could it be? (p. 147) 

Hetty's passion for Arthur, Eliot sugges ts ironically, is 
'. 

"only a little less strong than her love of finery" (p. 245). 

After all, had Adam been wealthy , Hetty supposed she could 

l ove him well enough to marry him. Unfortunately, Hetty's 

misunderstanding about Arthur ' s intentions does not in the 

l east a l ter the fact that Hetty lives in a false dream. 

She understands neither Arthur, nor her own limited passion, 
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nor the reali ties of their situation. And the real con

sequences of indulg i ng their passion are quite beyond her 

ability to foresee. 

It is as though Hetty belongs more the the amoral 

animal or natural world than to the human world, as indeed 

the imagery associated with her suggests. She and Arthur 

are like "two velvet peaches" (p. 128); Hetty possesses a 

"kittenish beauty" (p . 80), a "little butterfly soul" (p. 131) 

the "psycho logy of a canary bird" (p. 2L~4); she is like a 

" young frisking thing" (p. 81), a "bright-eyed spaniel" 

(p. 133), a pigeon (p. 148) , or in Mrs. Poyser's eyes, 

a peacock (p. 151). Eliot continually uses diminutives 

in connection with Hetty; if she is described in human 

terms it is as a baby or very young child. 

Such imagery tends to diminish Hetty's stature as 

a human being . ~\Te are plainly intended to respond to the 

soft, babyish attractiveness of Hetty, and to be the more 

dismayed that human agony can overtake one so innoc ent. 

Yet Hetty ' s innocence is fatally deceiving; a grmVIl woman 

with the psychology of a canary-bird is, after all, a 

worrying prospect . We are always conscious of the dis

parity betwe en the inner and the outer, the poor Hetty with 

"the rounded childi sh face, and the hard unloving despairing 

soul" (p. 382). Hetty i s capable of so littl e human affec

tion, thought or judgemen t . Like a child or small animal 

she is not able to take responsibility for herself. With 
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neither understanding nor moral strength , how can she deal 

realistically with her circumstances? She is the sacri-

ficial lamb, ready for Arthur's taking. 

Like the little pleasure craft in the bay, Hetty 

is readily available. Essentially passive, once loosed 

from her moorings she is swept along in the current of 

events. She has no grasp of forces outside herself, so she 

is destined to be subject to them. And the most potent 

determining factor on her horizon is clearly the unrestrained 

passion of Arthur Donnithorne. His deeds, and her acquie-

scence in them, determine not only his course but hers as 

well . 

For Hetty's little world of passion and imag inary 

finery is not the real world, and her beauty and innocence 

of face g ive no clue to her soul. It is this disparity 

between outward reality and inner conditions which provides 

the rm·J materia l of tragedy. For the universe takes no note 

that Hetty is a passive, childis h little thing -- she will 

suffer all the same as will others, b ecause of her. She 

may seem like a "water-nixie", a lovely thing \vithout a 

soul, as Eliot suggests, for it is 

. . too painful to think that she is a woman, 
with a woman's destiny before her -- a woman 
spinning in ignorance a light web of folly and 
va in hopes which may one day close round her 
and press upon her, changing a ll at once her 
flutterin g , trivial butterfly sensat i ons into 
a li fe of deep human anguish. (p. 245) 
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Here is the human tragedy -- destiny is oblivious to 

ignorance or mitigating circumstances, it has no knowledge 

that Hetty's pleasure-loving nature ought not to be subject 

to pain. The universe is neither malleable to our wills 

nor pitying of our weaknesses. Hetty's "little trivial 

soul" must struggle". . amidst the serious, sad, destinies 

of a human being" (p. 334), be she never so lovely and 

kittenish. 

There remains a certain peculiarity in Eliot's 

presentation of Hetty 's "little trivial soul". It is as 

though Eliot sets out to excuse Hetty at first, only to damn 

her more thoroughly in the end . Part of this ambivalence 

may be related to the unresolved conflict in Eliot's deter

minist viewpoint. Eliot gains the reader's sympathy for 

Hetty partly by associating her with the natural beauty 

and innocence of baby, kitten and so on. We see that Hetty 

is charming , but not c apab le of human responsibility . Later 

thi s imagery of innocence begins to take on more sinister 

overtones . Eliot loads her terms in such a way that the 

suggestion of innocence is vitiated. Phrases such as 

"psycho lo gy of a canary bird", " trivial butterfly sensa

tions" are plainly disparaging . They no longer sugges t the 

innocence of bird or butterfly, but the culpabi lity of the 

morally subnormal. Eliot has manage d to convey two points 

of view : Hetty is the innocent v i ctim , incapable of moral 
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responsibility. She is also the blind egoist, responsible 

for her moral insufficiency. But can she be both? 



CHAPTER VI 

A FLAWED VESSEL: ARTHUR DONN ITHORNE 

The abandonment of her child to possible death is 

Hetty 's crime, not Arthur's. But in Adam's eyes the blame 

is all Arthur's . Clearly Adam is right that things do not 

lie equal between Hetty and Arthur, but Adam has been as 

ignorant of the realities of Hetty's nature as has Arthur. 

The rector refuses to accept Adam's arguments, and his desire 

to put all the responsibility on Arthur. Apportioning moral 

guilt is not, in the rector's eyes, something man can do 

with any justice. And" the problem hmv far a man is 

to be held responsibl e for the unforeseen consequences of 

his own deed, is one that might well make us tremble to 

look into it" (p. 416). On Eliot's grounds, the rector 

is doubtle ss theoretically correct . Yet in Arthur 's case 

there was an attempt to hide from himself the possible, or 

even probable consequ ences of his deeds. If the con

sequences were unseen, this was at l east partly because 

Arthur did his utmost not to see them. 

Eliot often suggests the necessity, ,,,hen there is 

a disparity between two characters, of the stronger 

character g iving more in the relationship. Thus Lydga te 

must be the more, because Rosamund is the l ess. Maggie, 
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with her wider vision, must be more tolerant than Tom, 

1V-lith his limited nature, can be. So, in this case, Arthur 

with his broader understanding and greater knowledge of the 

world must take care for the fate of the much more limited 

Hetty. And patently he fails to do so. 

Character, says Eliot, is a process and an unfolding . 

In Middlemarch, Mr . Farebrother suggests that a man of 

honourable disposition such as Lydgate, might, under the 

pressure of hard circumstances, succumb to the temptation 

to do evil. Dorothea Casaubon i mpulsive l y defends Lydgate, 

suggesting that his good character speaks for him. 

"But, my dear Mrs. Casaubon, 11 said Mr. Fare
brother, smiling gently at her ardour, "character 
is not cut in marble -- it is not something solid 
and unalterable. It is something living and 
chang ing and may become diseased as our bodies 
do. 11 

"Then it may be r es <;;u ed and healed" (p. 538) 

says Dorothea, changin g her tack somewhat . Arthur 

Donnithorne, in his view of himself, seems much closer to 

Dorothea's original presuppositions. He t akes himself to be 

an honourable man, and assumes that basic goodness to be a 

permanent po ssession, unaltered by any small p eccadillo es 

he might indulge in. It is necessary for Arthur to think 

we ll of himself, and his own approbation i s not, suggests 

the narrator, to be enjoyed quite gratuitous l y (p. 120). 

Arthur cannot permit himself to become aware of the in-

sidious disease process in his character, for such knowledg e 
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would shake his basic presuppositions about himself. 

But it is not Arthur's character alone which deter-

mines the course of events. Exterior circumstances enter 

into the equation which produces the inevitable result. 

Even the knowledge of all a person's characteristics cannot, 

says Eliot in discussing Maggie Tulliver, lead us to pre-

dict his history: 

For the tragedy of our lives is not created 
entirely from within. "Character," says Novalis 
in one of his questionable aphorisms "-- character 
is destiny." But not the whole of our destiny . 
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, was speculative and 
irresolute, and we have a great tragedy in con
sequence. But if his father had lived to a good 
old age and his uncle had died an early death, 
we can conceive Hamlet's having married Ophelia 
and got throug h life with a reputation of sanity , 
notwithstanding many soliloquies and some moody 
sarcasms towards the fair da ughter of Polonius, 
to say nothing of the f rankest incivility to his 
father-in-law. (The Millon the Floss, p. 420) 

Indeed, we can imag ine the good-natured Arthur, had a 

proper prosp e ct for lady-wife appeared , marrying happily 

and living to a ripe old age playing country gent l eman, 

puzzling the while over why hi s tenants didn't all love 

him without qualification. But instead the charming Hetty 

appears, and the drama of the i nterplay between Arthur 's 

character and his circumstances has to be played out, to 

its tragic conclusion. 

Arthur, in his conversation with the rector, suggests 

that we are determined mainly by circumstance, and can 
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hardly be blamed if we do wrong. Witchery from a woman is 

a disease to which one falls victim, and surely the poor 

victim must be excused. But the rector suggests other 

possibilities. A man, after all, may try change of air and 

escape further symptoms . Or he might administer an antidote 

by keeping the unpleasant consequences before him~ 

Arthur , unconvinced, expresses extreme vexation that, 

when so enchanted, we may be ruled by moods we can't cal-

culate on beforehand. "I don't think a man ought to be 

blamed so much if he is betrayed into doing things in that 

way, in spite of his resolutions" (p . 168). Arthur 'would 

like to have his way made a little easier. If his respon-

sibility is of only a very limited kind, who could blame him? 

He is not a fully autonomous agent, but a man betrayed. But 

the rector will not accept this abdication of responsi-

bility: 

"Ah, but the moods lie in his nature . 
as much as his r e flections did, and more. 
can never do anything at variance with his 
nature. He carries within him the germ of 
most exceptional action. "(p. 168) 

just 
A man 
own 
hi s 

Arthur is still convinced that circumstances could betray 

him. And if he struggles against temptation, surely that 

makes the sin a little less condemnable. But it is the 

deed, points out the r ector, not the moral struggle, which 

brings the Nemesis. "Consequences are unpitying. Our deeds 

carry their terrible consequences, quite apart from any 



fluctuations that went before -- consequences that are 

hardly ever confined to ourselves " Cp . 168). 

The intensity of a moral struggle will have no 

effect on the inevitable consequences engendered by evil 

deeds. The deed alone is determining . The rector will 
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not deviate from a firm stand on the need for responsible 

moral action. Arthur, here playing determinist, uses 

this kind of argument only to excuse himself, perhaps to 

find some kind of defense for continuing on a course of 

action which, if morally questionable, is exceedingly 

attractive to him. But the rector will not grant absolution 

in advance. 

Arthur might have pressed his point further, that 

if our nature is a lready there in germ, we may be betrayed 

not only by circumstances but also by our predetermined 

natures. And if our natures are determined, then so is 

our will determined, and our will to will -- and so on . But 

a moral stalemate would be anathema to Eliot. The fu ll 

implications of philosophical determinism find no place in 

her purview. Although she holds to a deterministic universe, 

y e t she is imperative in her demands that men mus t will 

s t rong ly . For the deeds which we will themselves enter into 

the process, and become factors in determining our further 

actions. 
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How then does character enter into the determining 

process? There is a double-sided imagery in Eliot's work, 

suggesting both a certain freedom for moral action, and a 

necessary limitation. If character is not cut in marble, 

but is living and changing , an openness to moral possibility 

is suggested . But if character is an unfolding of an al-

ready present germ, then the pattern is already set which 

determines the limits within which a person might develop. 

The germ is in our hereditary abilities and predispositions, 

and such germs are a given which cannot be altered. It is 

a fact that Hetty and Arthur are not on the same level . 

Her potentialities are vastly inferior to his, and so his 

is the greater responsibility for the relationship. 

But if the germ contains the human potential, it 

is the circumstances of life which determine how the 

potential wi ll be realized -- or atrophied. Arthur is like 

a vessel with a flaw: 

The chances are that he will go through life with
out scandalising anyone; a sea-worthy vessel that 
no one would re fuse to insure. Ships, certainly, 
are liable to casualties, which sometimes make 
terribly evident some flaw in their construction, 
tha t would never have been discoverable in 
smooth water . (p. 121) 

Eliot's imagery s u ggests a limited liability. We are 

responsible neither for our construction nor the flaw in 

it . Nor can v-l e determine ,,.,7hether the water through which 

we flow will be calm or stormy. The question perhaps is, 
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are we capable of repairing the flaw? Or can we steer our 

course in such a way as to avoid the casualty? 

Perhaps Arthur's greatest flaw, like that of all 

Eliot's egoists, is his tendency to create and live in a 

world of flattering illusion. Arthur's capacity for self

deception is enormous, and he is adept at confusing his 

wishes and the realities of the universe. His dreams of 

future grandeur in the role of country gentleman are all 

of the idyllic pastoral sort. Adam 1'70uld act the part of 

grand-vizier, while they planned "no end of repairs and 

improvements" (p. 99). So Arthur ,,,,ould reign, spending his 

days galloping about doing good, while his underlings 

doffed their caps to him in admiring gratitude. Arthur 

needs to be respected and loved, and the general good-will 

of tenants and neighbours is essential to his well-being. 

The rector's warning that Arthur should decide which he 

really wants, popularity or usefulness, is unheeded by 

Arthur. Of cours e all will love him, for is he not 

eminently loveable? 

Arthur's illusions about his carefree life as Squire 

are by no means his only ones. He is deluded about 

his own character; he i magines a moral strength he does 

not possess. He does not share Hetty's indifference to 

moral quest ions; he finds it n ecessary to pass judg ement 

on his o~m actions . Yet that judgement must be a positive 
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one. He cannot accept the fact that he is motivated un-

worthily; he must continually rationalize in order that he 

might stand well in his mm opinion. Arthur is not a 

d e liberate h ypocrite; the rationalizing process is scarcely 

conscious. But it is remarkably effective in smoothing his 

way to do the deed he \vishes, without compunction -- or \vith 

as little as possible. Adam says that he cannot look on 

life as though it were Treddleston Fair (p. 163). Arthur 

cannot help thinking that the delights of the universe are 

spread before him for his enjoyment. And if, by any mis-

chance, he should injure anyone in the process, Arthur feels 

he is quite capable of righting the wrong. Of course it 

would only be imp etuous warm-hearted wrong -- he could not 

be mean or cruel -- or so he thinks. '''No: I'm a devil of 

a fellow for gett ing myself into a hobble, but I a l ways t ake 

care the load shall fallon my mm shoulders '" (p. 120). The 

narrator comments ironically: 

Unhappily there is no inherent poetical justice 
in hobbles, and they will sometimes obstinately 
refus e to inflict their worst consequences on 
the prime offender, in spite of his loudly ex
pressed wish. It was entirely owing to this 
deficiency in the scheme of things that Arthur 
had ever brought anyone into trouble besides 
himself. (p. 120) 

Arthur, determinist when it comes to excusing himself, 

plainly believes that he is the master of his fate in this 

area. He feels that he has control over the consequences 

of his own actions, and can ensure that they harm no one 
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but himself. Arthur does not perceive that his attempts at 

recompense do not in the least erase the evil. A present 

of a pocket-knife or pencil-case is a poor substitute for a 

dinner, and a pension will scarcely make up for lost legs. 

The story of Arthur's downfall is a history of 

continual vacillation. Always well -meanin g and well

intentioned, Arthur is convinced no real evil will happen 

through him. In early June he is full of boundless self

confidence. "As for any real harm in Hetty's case, it was 

out of the question: Arthur Donnithorne accepted his own 

bond for himself with perfect confidence" (p. 124). But the 

circumstances are so propitious for an entanglement. For 

who could resist the loveable little Hetty? She is so 

available, and Arthur has nothing else to occupy his mind. 

Each encounter with Hetty tempts Arthur a little further, and 

each good resolution to end things is dissolved into a 

pl a usible excuse to continue the liaison . He must not see 

her again but then he must, to tell her he meant nothing 

the previous time. He will tell her they must part but 

then Hetty weeps, and who could be so cruel as to hurt the 

little thing? Arthur, at first, i s mortified at his lack 

of decisiveness, but sti ll he cannot believe that he will fall 

so low in his own esteem as to cause any scandal. 
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By the time of the birthday speech Arthur is still 

vowing to tell Hetty that she must take nothing seriously . 

But by now the determination of his o~m excuses and his 

mm duplicity has changed Arthur . He has gone beyond \vhat 

he had originally thought possible but then, he reasons, 

anyone else faced v.7ith such temptation would have done the 

same. He may have gone a little too far in flirtation . 

But the pangs of conscience that originally led Arthur to 

the rector have dwindled into no thing more than a "twinge 

of conscience" when Arthur hears himself praised at the 

feast. And the seduction that turns Hetty's life to night

mare is accomplished in spite of Arthur's resolutions. 

Arthur's habits of self-deception, coupled with 

his vanity and passion, have totally negated his good 

intentions . Hith each succeeding temptation and fall, 

Arthur finds the evil harder to resist. His will, too 

weak to resist temptation, nm" must enter the determining 

process as a negat ive factor. Arthur, who could never do 

the mean thing, still finds it n e cessary to stand \vell in 

his own opinion . But he has nov] become so adept at 

excusing hims e lf, t hat that opinion is not really too hard 

to come by. After a ll, hi s motivation has rema ined un

tarni she d throughout. It is going to take a shock of some 

magnitude to shake Arthur ' s illusion s of beneficence, and 

that shock is forthcoming in the person of Adam. 
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\~en Arthur makes light of kissing Hetty, Adam is 

infuriated, and this first glimpse of another's scorn 

dispels Arthur's self-excuse -- for a moment. For now 

Arthur stands "face to face with the first great i rrevo cable 

evil he had ever committed" (p. 294) . Adam has b e come the 

voice of fate to Arthur. He accuses him of poisoning Hetty's 

life, insisting moreover that Arthur is fully responsibil e, 

for Hetty is but a child whom he ought to have protected. 

Under these gruelling accusations, it is very difficult for 

Arthur's self-justify ing system to function well. Adam does 

not seem to believe in Arthur's doctrine of making amends; 

his offences this time cannot b e for gotten in benefits 

(p. 305). Adam represents "an embo diment of what Arthur 

most shrank from believing in -- the irrevocableness of his 

own wrong-doing " (p. 305) . 

But Arthur is now immeshed in evil and the terrible 

c oercion of his deeds l eads him into f ur ther subterfuge . 

He must lie to Adam, for Hetty's sake, fo r h e is bound t o 

protect h er . And he will make it up to Hetty; h e will b e 

so good to her in the future. " So goo d comes out of evil. 

Such is the beautiful arrangement of things " (p . 307). The 

evi l which Arthur could not contemplate doing three months 

earlier i s n ow, ' vJith the skillful use of t he "lens of 

apologetic ingenuity ", turned into a pos i tive b l essing . 
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Arthur cannot yet look at himself for very long 

without finding some means to ex cuse and justify his actions. 

He is really to be pitied, that with his honest nature he is 

forced to deceive Adam. But he must do the right thing by 

Hetty . As for a pregnancy -- why even consider a pos s ibility 

that is not "demonstrably inevitable"? After all, 

he didn't deserve that things should turn out 
badly -- he had never meant beforehand to do 
anything his conscience disapproved -- he had 
been led on by circumstances. There was a sort 
of implicit confidence in him that he was really 
such a good fellow at bottom, Providence would 
not treat him harshly. (p. 309) 

Arthur is still under the illusion that it is intentions 

which really count, and that his deeds have not altered his 

basically decent nature. Nor has he yet realized that the 

universe is not governed b y a sense of his de serts. Even 

on his return to the estate some months later, Arthur is 

busy planning schemes of benefit to Adam and He tty , con-

vinced tha t he hims e l f h as been the gr eatest suffere r . And 

cons idering Adam 's h arsh tr eatment o f him, Ar thu r is able 

to congr a tulate hims el f on hi s magn aminity in ove rlooking 

Adam' s fault. 

I t i s on l y wh en f aced with the h a rd fa ct s of He t ty ' s 

t rag ic fa t e that Ar thur f inally l o oks fa c ts in the fa ce, 

wi t h ou t t r y ing to justify himse l f . He confesses to Adam : 

"I was a ll wrong f r om t h e v ery fir st , and h orribl e wrong 

h as come o f it. God kn ows , I'd g ive my life i f I could 

un do l' t " ( 462 ) p . . Arthu r s ees at l ast t hat nothin g h e c an 
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do will alleviate Hetty's pain, and no amends can be made 

for a ruined life. He has accepted the truth of Adam's 

words, "There's a sort of wrong that can never be made up 

for" (p. 529). 

Arthur's habits of self-deception leave him 

defenceless in a moral strugg le. How can he seek to combat 

his own evil impulses, when his mental energies are all 

e xpended in convincing himself that he is really innocent 

or at least doing what anyone else so t empte d would have done? 

When circumstances are so propitious for a fall, moral 

streng th is a necessity in Eliot's world. And that strength 

requires a realization of one's own insignificance in the 

universe. To avoid tragedy , men must learn to live in 

accord with the "irreversible laws " which govern all spheres 

of life . Or else, as in Arthur 's c ase, passion and weakness 

will inevitably lead to further evil, then to inmeshment 

in a web of evil in which all around wi ll be entangled. And 

there is no escape from these consequences, for they are the 

inevitab l e sequence in the pattern of determination. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE BINDING PAST: VillGGIE TULLIVER 

Hetty Sorrel, gifted with limited resources of mind 

or soul, is ill equipped to lead a fully human life. Arthur 

Donnithorne, with much greater potential, is blinded by his 

inability to face his real self. In his unpropitious 

circumstances, vanity and passion lead him into evil, and 

his wil l and conscience are dulled into acquiescence. In 

Maggie Tulliver, Eliot has drawn a character of much greater 

depth, and hence of greater potential than either Hetty 

or Arthur. 

Eliot ' s notion of the germ of hereditary predisposi

tions is clearly indicated in her treatment of Ma ggie and 

Tom. Maggie is dominated by the depth of feelin g , warmth 

of affection and impetuosity characteristic of the Tullivers, 

and Tom b y the p r a c t ica lity , mora l rig idity an d insen

sitivity of the Dodsons. The conflict between Tulliver and 

Dodson bloo d is illustrated in Maggie's p a ssionate love for 

Tom, h i s a ff e ction f or her, and ye t th e wo e ful gap in 

46 
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understanding between them. As a child, Maggie kisses Tom 

in rather a strangling fashion (p. 39). Her great need 

to be loved, to possess Tom's affection and forgiveness 

frequently overwhelms Maggie and provides Tom with the 

opportunity to act as righteous mentor to his impuls ive 

sister. For she frequently would lik e to have acted dif-

ferently, while Tom in his conscious rectitude would always 

have chosen to do the same thing . 

From her earliest childhood it is apparent that 

Maggie's life is going to be something of a battleground, 

with her voracious needs and impulsive nature warring 

against the restraints of her conscience and the expecta-

tions of others. She badly needs l ove and recognition, and 

seeks it from all quarters -- from the hired hand, from 

Tom, from the gypsies. But her attempts to i~part her 

helpful knowledge never quite gain Haggie the admiration 

she expects. In her young girlhood, when no one seerr;.s to 

care for her, life becomes a vacuu~ to Maggie, and her 

way unclear. She is 

a creature full of eage r, passionate long ings for 
all that \.vas beautiful and glad; thirsty for a ll 
knowledge . . with a blind, unconscious yearning 
for something that would link to gether the wonder 
ful impressions of this mysterious life and give 
her soul a sense of home in it. (p. 250) 
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Maggie, in her intense loneliness and empty poverty, 

findin g nothing In her surroundings to feed her soul's 

hunger, discovers in Thomas a Kernpis her first real help in 

ordering her life. For Magg ie's life at horne and school ha s 

not taught her how to deal with trouble, and she lack s a 

sense of the "irreversible laws within and without her vJhich, 

governing the habits becomes morality, and developing the 

feeling s of submission and dependence becomes religion" 

Cpp. 303-4). 

One must acquiesL_ in the irreversible laws, or 

run the risk of trag edy. Maggie beg ins by trying to dis

cipline her self-centeredness , and practise a life of self-

abne gation. She is still acting out the drama of her life 

with int ensity; her resignation is entered into p as sionate l y. 

Maggie has not y et learned, as Eliot's heroines must, that 

resi gn ation is a sorrow , not a joy -- even if borne 

willingly . Oppos ing elements still war in Magg ie's cha r a cter , 

and quiet r enunciat ion is not easy for her impulsive nature. 

In spite of Elio t 's gentle irony d ire c te d at Magg i e ' s 

a tternpts at renunciation , she clearly cons i d e r s that }'lagg i e 

i s on the right t r ack . Passions must be restrained, and 

self-discipline and renunciation are essenti a l in curbing 

them . Not only that, these virtue s a ls o provi de t he clue 

to the underst anding of reali ty. By prac tis i ng her new-

f ound virtue, i"Iaggie will begin to unders tand the irrever-
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breaking old ties which have made others dependent upon 

her. Duties made by life come before love, and when this 

happens, love must be renounced . Says Maggie to Stephen: 

there are things we must renounce in life; some 
of use must resign love. . I see one thing 
quite clearly; that I must not, cannot, seek 
my own happiness by sacrificing others. Love 
is natural, but surely pity and faithfulness 
and memory are natural too. And they would 
live in me still and punish me if I did not 
obey them . I should be haunted by the suffering 
I had caused. Our love would be poisoned. (p. 471) 

Maggie, in her attempts at rational understanding, 

thinks she foresees quite clearly the results of marrying 

Stephen. It is not really a life of happiness she is 

renouncing, but a gratification of her passion. Existence 

with Stephen would be psychological torment for Maggie, 

bringing not fulfillment but misery. "She might as well 

hope to enjoy walking by maiming her feet as hope to enjoy 

an existence in which she set out by maiming the faith and 

sympathy that were the best organs of her soul" (p. 481). 

Maggie stands adamant against Stephen's argument 

from natural law. Intensity of feeling cannot be the 

ultimate criterion of the ri ght, for followin g it would 

l ead to moral anarchy. It would provide, she thinks, a war 

r ant for all t~achery and crue lty, and justify the breaking 

of the most sacred ties. '"If the past is not to bind us, 

where c an duty lie? We s hould have no law but the inclina-

tion of the moment '" (p. 499). Li fe with Stephen would 
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sible laws within and without, and gain the kind of moral 

hold on life so lacking in Hetty and Arthur which will give 

her soul a sense of home. Maggie recognizes a degree of 

truth in Philip's words that stupefaction is not resigna

tion, yet it is her attempts at submission, hOvJever fault y , 

vJhich \"i ll aid her in coming to an acceptance of moral 

necessity. 

In coming to terms with the irreversible moral laws, 

t''Iagg ie must learn to accept the primacy of natural duties. 

Here El io t's concept of hereditary claims plays a larg e 

part in Maggie's story. Duties are determined by life it

self. We are born into a certain family , and our relatives 

automatically exert the principal claim upon us. The idea 

of a primary natural claim is of iITmense import ance to 

Eliot, for it is the starting -point for determining \.<yhere 

duty lies. Claims of parents are of paramount i mportance. 

That a Nagg i e or a Romola mus t subdue her own n e eds in 

f avour of her fath e r's seems axiomatic. Only v.Jhen the 

parent, as in Godfr ey Ca ssIs case, ab an dons his child 

comp lete l y do es hi s cl a i m b e c ome invalida t e d. Thus Sila s 

Mar ner t akes ove r the role of natura l par ent, a n d Epp i e ' s 

p rimary ti e s are t o him. Ye t in Danie l De r on da ' s c ase , 

e v e n hi s mo the r ' s g iving him u p to o th e rs do e s no t inva li

da t e the claim of Dani e l's h e r edity . He r e c ogni zes hi s 

g r andfather' s will as the t r ue source o f hi s natur a l duty . 
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But moral determinism is not limit ed to the home 

sphere alone. Secondary claims are established both by 

our situation in life and by others \<Tho become attached to 

us. Thus Savonarola addresses Romola, as she attempts to 

fly from her home: 

"And you are fl y ing fram your debts: the debt 
of a Florentine woman; the debt of a wife . You 
are turning your back on the lot that has been 
appointed for you -- you are going to choose 
another. But can man or woman choose duties? 
No more than they can choose their birthplace 
or their father or mother. My daughter, you 
are fleein g from the presence of God into the 
wilderness."l 

If we make due allmvances for the theistic language we see 

that Savonarola echoes the conviction of his literary 

creator. Our moral duties are not something I,·ve choose, but 

are something determined for us by life itself. And the 

results of defying the "fa cts" of moral determinism are as 

destructive as flyin g against the laws governing the 

physical universe. Yet conflict is inevitable, for primary 

and secondary claims do clash, and secondary claims vie 

with each other. Much of Maggie 's story is confused by the 

absence of any adequate principle by which moral discrimina-

tions can be made. 

p . 370. 
to this 

lGeorge Eliot, Romola (1 863 ) (London, 1971), 
Subsequent page references in the text will be 

edition . 
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Two major factors, then, will prove to be crucial 

in the determination of Naggie's deeds -- the barely sup-

pressed needs of her passionate, impulsive nature, and her 

strongly held sense of the inviolable sanctity of given 

moral clair:J.s . 

The chief moral conflict Maggie undergoes is the 

choice between Philip and Stephen. Maggie feels a sense 

of strong obligation to Philip. The nature of this tie is 

crucial to an understanding of El iot ' s ethical imperatives. 

How then does the tie to Philip develop, and become binding 

upon Maggie? 

Initially, Maggie responds to Philip's cleverness, 

for he will think her clever too. But it is not this 

alone: 

Maggie . had rather a tenderness for deformed 
things; she preferred the \"Jry-necked lambs because 
it seemed to her that the lar:J.bs \.'7hich ,..Jere quite 
strong and well made wouldn't mind so much ~bout 
being petted, and she was es pec ially fond of 
petting objects that would think it very delight
ful to be pettee by her . She loved Tom very 
dearly, but she often wished that h e c a red more 
about her loving hir:J.. (p. 191) 

Philip's deformity , then, draws Magg ie rather than 

repels her. Not only her sensitivity to Philip's pain, 

but also her own need -- her "unsatisfied beseeching 

affection" goes out to him. Perhaps had her own far:1ily, 

especia lly Tom, responded more fully to her affectionate 

nature, she woul d not have felt the same neee f or Philip's 
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care . In fact it is Tom vvho is, and remains, Philip IS 

primary rival in Maggie I s affections . \.-Then asked by Philip 

if she could have loved him like Tom had he been her brother, 

she immediately responds to his appeal: IIIOh yes, better. 

No, not better than Tom . But I should be so sorry 

- - so sorry for you I II (p. 197) . Maggie is anxious to 

reassure Philip that she could like him, in spite of his 

crookedness. And so the early kiss and promise are given. 

Already Maggie experiences pity and gratitude -- important 

elements in the establishment of a moral claim. 

It is years later when Maggie sees Philip again . 

She has borne the indifference ·of her famil y , she has passed 

through her discovery of Thomas a Kempis, and has tried to 

subdue her hunger for pas s ion and experience. The sight of 

Philip at t\Venty-one reawakens Magg ie I s old pity at his 

deformity and her gratitude to him for his kindness to her 

and Tom as children . The meeting also awakens Philip to 

the same rivalry wi th Tom he felt as a child. He e x claims 

bitterly that Magg ie will never love him as much as she 

does Tom. l1aggie agrees -- she c an recall nothing before 

her love to Tom. To Ma ggie this temporal precedence implies 

an unquestionable priority of affection. 

Schooled by her attempts at renunciation, Maggie 

is convinced that mee ting secretly with Philip could act 

as a spiritual blight. Giving up her own will is the right 
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thing to do. "Our life is determined for us -- and it 

makes the mind very free when we give up wishing and only 

think of bearing what is laid upon us and doing vvhat is 

gi ven ',us to do" (p. 317). The voice of duty then is clear 

to Maggie -- she ought not to run the risk of bringing 

misery upon those " who had the prif!1ary natural claim on 

her': (pp. 346-7). 

Philip's counter-argunent, that "it is not right 

to sacrifice everything to other people's unreasonable 

feelings" (p. 316) cannot weigh vvith l1aggie. Her father's 

feelings about the Hakems may be unreasonable but his wishes 

must be respected. His lack of reason could not excuse her 

duplicity in meeting Philip. An,d vvhen the temptation proves 

too great, the meetings with Philip lead to the relation

ship of affection and dependence which confirms Philip's 

claim upon Magg i e. 

So the long hours of comp an ionship with Philip in 

the Red Deeps make his claim irrevocable. It is a con

siderable irony that Philip ' s claim on Maggie, originating 

in their childhood friendship, is made binding by meeetings 

which are themselves the violation of another claim. How 

can this be so? Here Eliot's principle of the moral authority 

of the past enters the picture, rather add i ng to the comp li

cation of the I!1atter. Philip's l ove becomes a part of 

Maggie ' s llistory , and as i t becomes a part of her past , it 
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automatically asserts it s claim . This in spite of the fact 

that prior claims are incompatible with it. Nor does there 

appear to be any easy way of discriminating between two 

claims sanctioned by past associations, except by temporal 

precedence . 

When the crucial day of Philip's proposal comes, 

he is quite aware that Magg ie still thinks of him with the 

affection of girlhood. Her i rnmediate response to his 

proposal is one of surprise, because she has never thought 

of it . Maggie, grateful for any love, nonetheless feels 

somewhat at a loss how to answer Philip. But his beseeching 

love finally evokes her response: "'1 think I could hardly 

love anyone better; there is nothing but what I love you 

for'" (p. 351). She kisses him with the same calm affection 

as when she ,vas a child, but P!:"lilip remains uneasy . Haggie 

pledges her love and desire to make Philip happy, vowing to 

do anything for his sake, with the exception of wounding 

her father. "Your mind is a sort of ,vorld to me, '" (p . 353) 

says Maggie. But her sadness does not seem dispelled b y this 

new hope. She is conscious of Philip's doubts about her, and 

wants to leave him with no sense of pain. "It vlas one of 

those dangerous moments when speech is at once sincere and 

deceptive" (p . 353) corr~ents the narrator. Obviousl y Philip 

has grounds for the need of reassuranc e , and his " p leading , 
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timid love" (p. 353) avJakes l1aggie' s loving response, and 

she "has a moment of real happines then, a moment of belief 

that if there were sacrifice in this love, it was all the 

richer and more satisfying'; (p. 353). 

The nature of Maggie ' s tie with Philip at this stage 

se ems clear . It is not the fulfillment of a passionate 

love; f1aggie is not drawn sexually to Philip at all. If 

his Rind has opened new vistas to her, they are not such as 

to fill her with r apture . Her cOTmni tment brings her only a 

moment of real happiness, and that is because she has an 

opportunity to exercise her renunciation . Philip 's love for 

her, not hers for him, has determined Maggie 's response, 

for she recognizes the strength of his claim . Her plighted 

troth involves the renunciation of the needs of a large part 

of her nature; it is largely a self-sacrifice for the good 

of another . Given Maggie ' s belief that the duties and 

affections of life are determined for us, and her attach

ment to renunciation, her acceptance of Philip becomes 

essentially the response to a mo r a l obligat ion. 

\fuen Hagg i e and Philip are forced to g ive up meeting, 

she feels acute pain for Philip, who has endured such harsh

ness from Tom. Yet she herself i s conscious of a "certain 

diT.1 background of relief in the forced separation from 

Philip. Surely it was only because the sense of a deliverance 
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from concealment was VlelcoP.1e at any cost" (p. 366). The 

reader suspects that Magg i e's relief has a much deeper 

basis than this. Her grati tude, affection and pity for 

Philip are strong, but not strong enough for her to repress 

entirely the sense of haDes and needs unprovided for in this 

attachment. 

Maggie does not appear to be fully aware of her 

own underlying sense of unease with this engagement. After 

two years of separation from Philip, when Lucy comes to 

hear of this "beautiful love", she VOvlS to contrive all she 

can to bring Haggie and Philip together and so end Maggie's 

troubles. Haggie's reaction at this happy pros?ect seems 

a little odd. "Maggie tried to smile, but shivered as if 

she felt a sudden chill" (p. 404). 11aggie had, the 

n arrator tells us, been sincere in her tale of love to Lucy, 

"but confidences are sometimes blinding, even when they are 

sincere" (p. 405). There are abundant hints that Mag8ie , 

although not fully conscious of it, shrinks from her cowmit-

ment to Philip. Her decision to marry hin has been governed 

by her sense of right , yet her passionat e nature r ebe ls at 

the union . 

In the l ast stage of their relationship Maggie 

tells Tom, as she has promised to, that she wi ll again be 

seeing Philip, at Lucy ' s. Not even his 
. , 

COUSln s inter-

cession weakens Tom ' s opposition to the son o f his old 
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enemy. "'If you think of Philip Wakem as a lover again, 

you must g ive me UP '" . , says Torn, and Maegie ~uickly rep lies: 

'"l don't wish it, dear Torn -- at least as thing s are; I 

see that it would lead to misery'" ( p . 409). ~\lhose misery 

does }'1aggie have in mind? Her father is now dead, and Lucy 

approves the match. The only two \·7hose misery are in 

question are Philip and Tom (if one excludes Maggie herself) . 

In her orig inal promise to Philip, it was only her father 

whom £1aggie refused to ,.\TOund. Nov,! only Tom stands between 

her and Philip . Of the t1;vO, it seems clear vJho is really 

more important to l1aggie. Philip was right -- that Tom 

would always corne first in her affections. And the claims 

of the primary natural affections -- now those of Tom only 

override the claims of a suitor . But it may be that the 

existence of a prior claim i s so~ething of a relief to 

Maggie, just as the orig inal separation fro~ Philip was . 

Tom's opposition may provide the necessary (and reassuring l y 

moral) reason for the nonfulfillment of a bond about which 

she has barely suppressed reservations . 

Up to this point, Magg ie seems to have been guided 

chief l y by h e r sense of the inviol ab ility of moral claims. 

Her need for companionship did win out ove r her s ense of 

moral right at f irst , but now she returns to her sense of 

mo r a l prior i ties , \-7ith , it must be admit ted , surprisingly 

little agony . But the n Philip as a husband is a d i ffe ren t 
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matter from Philip as a friend. It seems true that now 

there is no great conflict between Maggie's moral priorities 

and her real (if scarcely acknowledged) wishes . 

It is, hm..,ever, something of a moral anor.laly that 

although Maggie leads Tom to think that she dismisses the 

idea of Philip as a suitor, in fact she still considers 

herself plighted to him. The double commitment still stands. 

By the time Maggie does see Philip, she has become infatu-

ated with Lucy's admirer, and the relationship to her 

accepted suitor changes drastically. Previously the dange r 

on her horizon, he now becomes the voice of conscience: 

Her tranquil, tender affection for Philip, with 
its root deep down in her childhood and its 
memories of long quiet talk. . the fact that 
in him the appeal was more strong ly to her pity 
and wOr.lanly devotedness than to her vanity or 
other egoistic excitability of her nature -
seemed now to make a sort of sacred place, a 
s anctuary where she could find refuge from an 
a lluring influence which the best part of her
self must resist, which r.lust bring horrible 
tUI:ml t vli thin , wretchednes s without . (p . l\29) 

Maggie, upon her reunion with Philip, gives hiITl an "open, 

affectionate scrutiny"; they clasp hands, not with delight 

but ,·lith "a l ook of sad contentment like that of friends 

who meet in the memory of recent sorrow" (p. 431). Maggie ' s 

pity and womanly devotedness have not dissipated the element 

of sadness in this attachment . Philip's indirect declaration 

of love in his sing ing touches but does not thrill Ma ggie . 

It bring s back oemories and quiet re grets. If Ph ilip ' s love 
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passion, but it provides littl e joy in it s place. 

Lucy, at one po int suspecting some reluctance in 

Maggie ' s relation to Philip, asks whether s he loves him 

enough to marry him. Haggie 's answer is unhes ita t ing : 

" Yes, Luc y , I ~vould choose to marry him. I think 
it would be the best and highest lot for me 
to ma ke his life happy. He loved me first. No 
one else could be quite wha t he i s to me . But 
I can't divide myself from my brother for 
life." (p. 459) 
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Maggie ' s t i e to Philip, then, is one primari l y of conscious 

rational choice. She is un able to tell St ephen that her 

whole heart i s Philip ' s, for the simpl e r eason that it is 

un true. She cons iders herself engaged t o Philip, and means 

to marry no one else . Her i ntent is p l ain . Yet there 

is obviously a split ln Maggie between her rational con-

t ro ll ed wil l and the unacknm'lledged prompting s of her 

p ass iona te, sensuous natur e . She has chosen Philip becau se 

she fee l s that early asso c iation s h ave given him a claim 

u pon her; h er duty and affection for him have b een deter-

mined b y life itself. Onl y Tom's claim is stronger . 

Tdhat then is the nature of Haggie ' s dilemma in 

choosing between Philip and Stephen? Life has determined 

that she is to be pledg ed to Philip, and she has deliberately 

accepted the force of that c l a im. But in the re l at ions hip 

to Stephen, it soon becomes apparent that r eason is not in 

control of the situation . Magg ie and Stephen , although 
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"oppressively conscious of the othe r's presence, even to 

the finger-ends" (p. 421); do not trouble to think where 

this mi ght lead them . Magg ie in this new situat ion is 

"absorbed in the direc t, immediate experience \vi thout any 

energy left for tak ing account of it and reasoning about 

it" (p. 422). When Maggie first rece ives Stephen alone she 

is devoid of thought, she is only conscious of a presence 

" like that of a closely hovering, broad-winge d b ird in the 

darkness" (p. 424). The image is more ominiously reminiscen t 

of a bird of prey than of the spirit of peace. Maggie and 

Stephen are drifting along in a dreamy but somehow dangerous 

state, abstracted from commonplace r eality . Maggie's 

rational self provides no defense a gainst the overpowering 

nature of Stephen' s appeal. His singing enchants her, and 

she becomes weak to all resistance , she is "bein g played 

upon by the inexorabl e pO"l;ve r o f sound" (p. 4 36 ) . Philip 's 

sing ing had b een merely touchin g . 

Just as re as on is held in che ck, so too Maggie's 

con s cious will is held in abeyance . In describing the trip 

down the river, Eliot turn s a l most comp l etely to the us e of 

passive verbs when speaking of Maggie. Sh e is "be ing l e d" 

down the path to the boat, she is " being helped wi th firm 

t e nder care" (p . 486), she feels borne along " without any 

act of her own "l;vil l" (p. 4 8 7). Maggie i s as though tmde r 

the influence of a strong tonic. Hemory i s excluded 

(p. 487) -- a sign of ominious danger in Eliot ' s "l;vorld. 
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The lovers are enveloped in an enchanted haze; the boat is 

practically operating itself. The tide, suggests Stephen, 

is c arrying them beyond unnatural bonds. For a moment 

Maggie indulges herself, " yearning after the belief that 

the tide was doing it all, that she might glide a l ong with 

the swift silent stream and not struggle any more" (p. 488). 

Maggie is tempted to excu se her lack of will in the 

same way that Arthur had done outside forces are really 

determining what is happening to her. With Maggie we are 

g i ven a real sense of the power of determining forces; she 

is indeed being "borne along by t he tide". With Arthur, 

when he talks with the rector, we feel he is hedging his 

bets hoping for some moral advantage which will excuse 

him in advance should he indul ge his passions. Plainly 

Eliot identifies herself with Maggie 1 s struggles in a way 

which she does not do with Arthur 1 s . Yet the rector 1 s words, 

if they apply to Arthur, app l y to Maggie as well -- that the 

germ of our most exceptional deed lies in our n ature. And 

all natures are subject to hereditary determination. 

The dreamlike gliding of the boat, her fatigue, 

Stephen 1 s charm and her delight in being '\vith him seem 

almost to overcome Maggie 1 s resistance . She is enjoying 

having decisions made for her . But the partial sleep of 

thought is dangerous, and Maggie 1 s dreams of love without 

self-sacrifice provide only an empt:,T ~Lop e , for it i s a 

vision with no reality . And dimly Maggie feels c onsc ious 



of this: 

Behind all the delicious visions of these last 
hours which had flowed over her like a soft 
stream and made her entirely passive, there was 
the dim consciousness that the condition was a 
transient one and that the morrow must bring 
back the old life of struggle -- that there were 
thoughts which would presently avenge themselves 
for this oblivion. (p. 493 ) 

Maggie's resistance to enchantment inevitably begins to 

reassert itself. Her long years of self-discipline, her 
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thoughts of the claims of Lucy and Philip, most of all her 

growing realization of the pain it will bring to them rush 

in upon her. She turns on Stephen, blaming him for 

attempting to deprive her of her choice by taking advantage 

of her thoughtlessness . 

It is when she attempts to anS"l;ver Stephen's argu-

ments that Maggie's rational, dutiful self invariably 

reasserts its e lf. Drifting in silent dreams is one thing, 

accepting the sense of values implied by Stephen's arguments 

is quite another. She has already denied his plea that 

one should reject mistaken ties made in blindness, in favour 

of the natural ties of passion. Maggie h a s declared that 

she would r ather die than fall into that temptation. The 

ties she and Stephen have made to others, whether official 

or not, are binding because of the feelings and expectations 

they have aroused in the minds of others . Following the 

strongest feelin gs cannot be right to Magg ie if it means 
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be at the expense of all that has made Maggie's life sacred 

to her, a virtual violation of her religious cent ~ · ;-c_ . Maggie 

sees it as a rending away from all that was dear and hol y 

(p. 502), as having nothing f irm beneath her feet, as making 

herself into an outlawed soul, as forever sinking and 

wandering vaguely, driven on by uncertain impulse. Years 

of self-denial had developed her soul; marrying Stephen 

would be a spiritual suicide, the destruction of the centre 

of her personality. To this, Maggie says, she would never 

willingly consent. She feels her soul had been "betraye d, 

beguiled, ensnared" (p. 494) but that she has never con-

sented to Stephen with her whole mind (p. 500). So Magg ie 

rediscovers her clue to life, and insists on the renuncia-

tion she now at least has learne d is not a happiness but 

a sad reality, "'lith the thorns "forever pressing on its 

brow" (p. 495). 

Neil Roberts suggests that Eliot has muddied the 

moral waters considerably by her early suggestion that 

Stephen is really a vain and dilettante scion of the idle 

rich, unworthy of Maggie . a picture which does not 
2 

really jibe with the rest of her presentation of him . Had 

2 
Ne il Roberts, Georg e Eliot He r Beliefs and Her 

Ar t (London , 1975), pp. 96-101 . 



Stephen been a more obviously worthy suitor Maggie ' s 

projections of a miserable life with him would have been 

less convincing. As Roberts suggests, it is Eliot ' s 

didactic purposes which are really at work here. 
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Plainly Eliot is trying to establish a moral point 

through Maggie. Ties once made (those determined by life 

itself) are simply not alterable -- not without disastrous 

consequences. And the older ties have a necessary priority. 

The projections of Maggie's life with Stephen are couched 

in language suggestive of a desecration of the sacred. Why 

should Maggie lose her religious centre if she married 

Stephen? Because she would be violating Eliot ' s laws of 

moral determinism. For this is a system which has little 

place for any concept of forgiveness, or any possibility 

of a new start in life. Mistakes once made bear results 

which must be lived with, for they cannot be altered or 

atoned for. There is no place in Eliot ' s thought for the 

c oncept of a mistaken commitment, which might be honourably 

dissolved. A pledge s uch as Maggie made to Philip has a ll 

the binding power of sacred l aw, and i f it is denied, the 

terrible Nemesis would follow. Maggie 's projections of li fe 

with Stephen, then, owe more to Eliot's view of the in

exorability of moral law, than to a natural development of 

character and situation . Eliot's art is here at the mercy 

of her do gma . 
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Magg ie tells Stephen that he has n ever been the 

object of her conscious choice . She wanted to be true to 

her calmer affection, without the joy of love . Already, 

Maggie is suffering the avenging Nemesis of her own thoughts. 

Her agony at causing evil and suffering leads her into 

orgies of self-laceration, and life becomes a penance to 

her although she cannot hope to atone for the wrong she 

has done. 

Maggie's sense of the sanctity of moral law has 

prevented her from acceding to Stephen's pleadings . Yet 

as far as effects are concerned, it is the force of Maggie's 

heredity, in gifting her with a passionate, impulsive 

nature, and a great need to love and be loved, which has 

been ultimately determining. For allowin g her passions to 

sway her into leaving with Stephen -- even temporarily -

has led to an alienation from all I;vhom she loves. Horal 

reason has, in the end, triumphed in Maggie , yet only after 

the temporary abeyance of rational control has l ed to 

consequences which determine her fate. 

It seems plain where Eliot stands in the conflict : 

to her it is the best part of Maggie wh ich must resist 

Stephen. Wayward passion must be controlled by conscience 

schooled by duty . Yet there remains a curious ambival ence 

in Eliot's treatment . To her the past is indeed binding , 

and ti es of affect i on and pity willingl y wldertaken must 
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be honoured . Maggie's duty to Philip is one which early 

affections and ties make irrevocable . Yet Eliot con

tinually allo'l;vs hints that this tie, though it must be 

adhered to, is somehmv deficient in its nature . Maggie's 

conscious will is not at one with her i mp ulsive drives, 

and the necessary tie is one she resents with one part 

of her nature. Her passionat e self finds no fulfillment 

in this obligation. Plainly , Eliot believes that duty and 

obli ga tion take precedence o ve r personal ful f illment . 

Thus an unfortunate choice of mate may still represent 

sacred duty . Yet Eliot may have problems with her own 

moral imper a tives in the r esolu tion of the story. For in 

the end she does preve nt the union of Maggie and Philip. 

She permits Maggie to be overwhelmed b y her passionate 

impulses just long enough fo r the ties to both Philip and 

Stephen -- neithe r of whom is a satisfactory cho ice -- to 

be suspended. 

Yet Magg i e 's fli ght wi t h S tephen seems psycho

lo gically fitting. I t demonstrates the intensity of her 

conflict b et'l;veen pass i on and duty , and the power of the 

forces which overwhelm her conscious mor a l decisions. For 

ultimate l y she herself fee l s that neither Stephen nor 

Philip is right for h e r. So she makes t h e decision to 

leave Stephen. Yet by being s\.vept away with him for even 

a short time, she also accomplishes h e r r eal (if s carcely 
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acknowledged) desire of effecting a break with Philip. 

Unquestionably, she suffers torments beeause of the suf-

fering she causes, yet perhaps part of that torment (as in 

the earlier forced parting from Philip) is the result of 

the unacknowledged relief she feels in the separation. 

Maggie plainly espouses the v i ew that the duties 

of life are determined for us, and she does not question 

the priority of the claims of the immediate family. She 

tells Philip that her affection for Tom dates from earliest 

memory, and therefore it must have precedence over any other. 

The impression the story gives , however, is that Maggie's 

attachment to Tom is stronger, not merely older, than h er 

attachment to Philip, and indeed can be used as a buffer 

a g ainst the newe r tie. The moral dilemma b e comes more 

pointed when Maggie must choose be t"\veen Stephen and Philip, 

for here her natural desires do not coincide with the . older 

tie . 
~ 

As a basis for ethical dis~imination, the theory of 

the absolute precedence of the p ast in determining obliga-

tion seems eminently questionable. Do es it mean that Maggie 

must h ave accepted any suitor, providing only that he love d 

her and they had been friendly as children? Here tempora l 

precedence seems a peculiar basis for ethical decisio n. 

If one starts from Eliot ' s ethical assumpt i ons, 

that all se l f - sacrifice is good, that passion must be 

restrained by reason, that primary natural claims are not 
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subject to challenge, and that the past determines our 

obligations for us, then Maggie's dilemma becomes 

essentially insoluble. She could not marry Stephen (apart 

from other reasons) because Philip's claim is prior, she 

could not marry Philip because Tom's claim is prior. There 

is no answer to Maggie's dilemma, since she could not ful

fill competing claims simultaneously. Nor could she leave 

her home and begin life ane-.;v. . Rootednes s in home ground 

is essential for moral strength, and new beginnings are 

impossible when the evils of the past automatically impinge 

upon the future. 

Under these hard determining conditions, Maggie's 

death by water -- ever the prognosis of her anxious mother 

seems inevitable -- inevitable, that is, in the sense that 

Eliot has left Maggie no other way out of the mesh of 

incompatible moral imp eratives in which she has entangle d 

her. The final determining factor in Haggie ' s fate, then, 

is n e ither her respect for moral sanctities nor the demands 

of her impulsive nature, but the rigidities of Eliot's 

moral universe, from which, indeed, there is no deliverance 

but death. 

Magg i e is a character of greater depth of vision 

and human potential than Arthur or Hetty. ~lliile Hetty 

cares lit tle for mora l demands , and Arthur avoids facing hi s 
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real intentions, Mag g ie "wills strongly" and does her ut

most to follow her moral imperatives. But her greater 

moral sensitivity does not deliver her from her fate. Her 

one thoughtless deed -- a boat trip down the river -

brings a Nemesis as cruel as those faced by Hetty or Arthur . 

In Eliot's world, intentions do not alter consequences: 

the deed of moral wrong brings its evil consequences auto

matically. But the confusions in Eliot's o"'m moral stance 

render her attempts to bring this point home in The Mill 

on the Floss even more problematic than in Adam Bede. 



CHAPTER VIII 

A HELPLESS BONDAGE: MRS. TRANSOME 

In the story of Mrs. Transome and her household, 

Eliot pictures a downfall which seems to have the in-

evitability of Greek tragedy. The seeds of the present 

evil i ndeed l ie buried in the past. It was through a 

legal sleight-of-hand in the eighteenth century that the 

present Durfey owners, who call themselves Transomes, 

acquired title to the estate. Thus the stains of illegiti-

macy have deep roots in the family history. And 

Mrs . Transome identifies herself with a family of tainted 

origins from motives that are less than pure . Miss Li gnon 

was poor, and it was plainly the attraction of the Transorne 

wealth rather than love for her future husband which 

motivated her. "It was not easy to conceive that the 

husband and wife had ever been very fond of each other." 1 

Mr. Transome seems little more than a caged animal (p. 88) 

and his wife an indifferen t keeper. Eliot's hi gh view of 

the sanctity of marriage renders such a union virtuall y 

sacrilegious. 

1 
~Geo rge Eliot, Felix Ho l t (1 866 ) (Ay l esbury , 1 97 5), 

p . 493 . Subsequent page r eferenc e s in the t ext will be to 
this edition. 
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Such a family transfers the taint of its evil be

ginnings on to the children. Mrs. Transome's firs t son is 

"ugly, rickety, imbecile" and his mother passionately wishes 

for his death. The second son, born of an illicit relation

ship, cannot by the nature of thing s redeem the sufferings 

of the past as his mother hopes. For he too is tainted with 

the passion and egoism of his parents and subjected to the 

results of their sin. It was a sad illusion Harold Transome 

held, for he was "trusting in his own skill to shape the 

success of his morrows, ignorant of what many yesterdays 

had determined for him beforehand" (p. 277). It is fitting 

that such a man should have a slave to wife, and that their 

offspring Harry should be more of the savage than the 

"round-cheeked cherub" (pp. 178-9). Harry is given to 

biting those he does not like, and those he doe s like he 

harnesses for his purposes or adds to his "menagerie of 

tamed creatures" (p. 546). Like his father, Harry manipu

lates those around him. It is of course true that many 

small children are a ddicted to biting and playing horse, 

yet Eliot suggests with Harry a sense of untamed, egoistic 

savagery wh ich i s the natural fate for a child of such a 

family . "Harry would hardly ever talk, but preferred 

making inarticulate noises, or combining s y ll ables afte r a 

method of his own" (p. 492). Just as h i s grandpa rents 
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exist in their o~vn solitudes, so Harry rejects mutuality 

in preference for his own closed world . Clearly the 

Transomes represent a doomed house, and the chi l dren and 

grandchildren are implicated in the evils of their heredity. 

Perhaps no character of Elio t 's evoke s so clearly 

as Mrs. Transome the atmosphere of spiri t u a l death. She 

is a ~voman who has defied the fates, who has not liv ed with 

the prop er reverence for the circumstances governing all 

human life. As Jermyn puts it, he and Mrs. Transome 

" . had seen no reason why they should not indulge their 

passion and their vanity , and dete rmine for themselves how 

their lives should be made deli ghtful in spite of un a lter

able external condi tons" (p. 318). But Mrs . Tran some is 

haunted b y t h e fe a rs brought on by her guilty s e cret . When 

Oliver Elton suggest s that Mrs. Transome 's guilt is mere 

blindness, tha t she h as only i n dul ge d in youthful i mpul se 

and is scourge d out o f all proport i on to h er sin,2 he surely 

fails to appreciate the significance of Eliot's moral order. 

Se lf-determin ation in Mr s . Transome ' s sense i s a kind of 

egoism and hubris which blights character permanently . It 

dest r oys the sacred ties which bind men to ge ther and s o 

unde rcuts the b asis of al l morali ty . It leaves Mrs . Tr ansome 

20liver Elton, " On Geo r ge El iot " i n G. S . Hai ght, 
ed . , A Century of George Eliot Cr i ticism (Bo ston, 1965), 
p . 197 . 
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(as Maggie feared she would be left had she married Stephen) 

with no guiding moral vision, no spiritual centre from 

which to direct her life. 

Eliot places a high value on the sanctity of the 

marriage tie. Writing to her friend Mrs . Bray in 1855, 

feeling no doubt somewhat on the defensive because of her 

recent liaison with Lewes, she exclaims: "Light and easily 

broken ties are what I neither desire theoretically nor 

could live for practically,,3 In speaking of 

married constancy, Eliot assumes that there can be no 

disagreement about the beauty of nature which prompts a 

wife to endure li fe with a drunken husband. "This", she 

says, "is quite distinct from mere animal constancy. It 

is duty and human pity,,,4 -- values high indeed to Eliot. 

It is right that Dorothe a should sacrifice her own best 

self to the unloving Casaubon, and that Romola should 

return to the faithless Tito. Even in her early attempt to 

leave Tito, Romola feels that she might b e doing wrong, 

that there is " something in human bonds whi ch must prevent 

3Eliot, Life , I, 236. 

4Eliot, Life , III, 92-3, letter to Miss Sara Henne1l , 
2nd J anuary 18 71 -. ---



them from being broken with the breaking of illusions" 

(Romola, p. 332). Clearly this is Eliot's vie1;v. It is 

only when Romola learns the full extent of Tito's evil, 

that she is permitted to entertain the question whethe r 

rebellion against a sacred law mi ght also, in certain 

circumstances, be sacred (p. 483). But the resolution 

of the story requires no answer to this question. 
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So although theoretica lly there may be occasions 

which would justify loosening the marriage tie, Mrs . Transome 

provides no such excep tion. It is "pas s ion and vanity" 

which motivate her and Jermyn, the kind of wayward feelings 

1;vhich are invariably des tructi ve for Eliot. The duty of a 

wife, even in a hopeless marriage, must be to suppress such 

feelings. When, as in Eliot's view, human relationships 

are vested with a sense of the holy, then sins against them 

become destructive of the very basis of human life. To 

defy these sanctities is then hubris, that ancient sin 

against the gods. 

(It is interesting that a twentieth-century writer 

like D. H. Lawrence, who "vould agree with Eliot in regarding 

human relationships as sacred, comes to ethical imperatives 

practically opposite to hers. Whereas Eliot sees the sacred 

n ecessity of restraining passionate impulse with the higher 

l ight of moral reason, Lawrence sees the sacred necessity 

of overcoming the restraints of reas on in the fulfillment 
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of the passionate nature. Clearly they differ with regard 

to the locale of the sacred. Yet Eliot takes her moral 

absolutes to be self-evident truths, grounded in man's 

natural sympathies and feelings. Lawrence, apparently, 

would find them to be merely wrong. One cannot, after all, 

argue with a self-evident intui tion . But one may "intuit" 

differently.) 

Since she has g iven u p her centre of moral strength, 

Mrs. Transome's life is characterized by powerlessness and 

futility. There is no development of character, for the 

"slow history of the ripening" of Hrs. Transome's past deeds 

is essentially a waiting process. She is borne along in 

passivity; by her early deeds she has given up control of 

her life, and can now only react, not act. Life is for her 

a great void (p. 104). She hates her firstborn, but can 

only wait and hope for his death, just as she can only 

await with dre ad the unfolding of e vents between Harold and 

Jermyn. 

Symbols of impotence, bondage and fear r ecur con

tinually in the story of Mrs . Transome. Behind her cold 

e x terior she is like a caged animal, " as some quivering 

thing with eyes and throbbing heart may li e crouching 

behind withered rubbish" (p . 107 ). Counterpointing the 

physical slavery of Harry's mother, is the spiritual bondage 

of hi s grandmother: 



The finest threads, such as no eye sees, if 
bound cunningly about the sensitive flesh so that 
t he movement to break them would bring torture, 
may make a worse bondage than any fetters. 
Mrs. Transome felt the fatal threads about her, 
and the bitterness of this helpless bondage 
ming l e d itself with the new elegancies of the 
dining and drawing rooms. (p. 198) 
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Mrs. Transome feels as much in bondage to her former lover 

as she does to her son: "there was a possibility of fierce 

insolence in this man who was to pass with those nearest 

to her as her indebted servant, but whose brand she 

secretly bore" (p. 203). 

As Mrs. Transome realizes how powerless she is, 

between Harold and Jermyn, she be~i~s to re gret t he days 

of loneliness b efore her son's return, when she still longed 

for something that mi ght happen. Bitter as she is, she 

hides her anger, for even in that she is impotent. Her 

son is i mmovable when she wants him to discontinue proceedings 

against Jermyn, and it is precisely her past relationship 

with t he lawyer that renders h er attack useless. " Poor 

Mrs. Transome's strokes were sent jarring back on her by a 

h ard, unalterable past" (p. 459). When her son suggests 

that she visit the new heiress, Esther, Mrs . Transome feels 

bitterly the powerlessness of h er position : "I must put 

up wi th all things as they are determined for me 11 (p. 457) . 

He r resentment at Harold ' s unfee ling domination is evident. 

Yet the unalterable consequences of her past actions h ave 

determined her present . So she has become hard and bitter, 



exercising her power In petty things, 

\llith little sympathy for other s . She 
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living a narrow life 

is, as she puts it, 

as "unnecess a r y as a c h i mn ey ornamen t " (p . 20L~ ). 

Could she have been or done otherwise? Plainly 

Eliot deplores the ri g idi ties of a society wh e re it is 

decreed that the proper vlork of grandITlothers is to sit on 

satin cushions, and where women shoule, spend their time 

on embroidery no one wants . As Es t her co~plains to Felix , 

"A woman can hardly ever choose. She must take meaner 

things, becaus e only meaner things are vJi thin her reach" 

(p. 367). But it i s not t~ese externa l limitations vJhich 

Eliot sees as the main factor in det ermin ing possibilities 

for Hrs. TransoD.e . It is the egoism of h er character, vJhich 

leads h e r to marry umvorthily , to g ive way to h er passions, 

and to neg l e ct the claims which li fe has impo s ed upon h e r. 

With no "tenderne ss or l arge sympathy" (p. 99 ) to broaden 

her understandin g of her fellov7s, she becomes n a rrow and 

embittered, an "uneasy spirit vJ i thout a goal" ( p . 596), one 

1;lho lives "in the mi ds t of desecrated sanct ities " (p. 494). 

In h er mora l vacuum she is like a livinE death, her f ine 

clothes are only a " smart shroud" (p. L~ 86 ); but even this 

death brin8s no rest ( p. 489 ) . 

Hrs . Transome lives i n dread, and at t empts to b l ame 

Jermyn for her sorry lot , but when she tries she h ear s the 

r etort from liJithin : " You brough t it on yourse lf" (p . 203 ) . 
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Apparently there was little in Mrs. Transo8e's own character 

or in her surroundings to encourag e her to a ,,7ider life. 

In her early youth, she had let her passionate e80ism 

determine her, and the pattern was set. "So our lives 

glide on : the river ends we don ' t knmv \-lhere, and the sea 

be ;.~ ns, and then there is no more jumping ashore" (p . 360). 
c.J 

Maggie Tulliver, who did manag e -- literally as \'ve ll as 

figuratively -- to jump ashore, discovered that passion, 

indul ged in even temporarily, had its inevitable conseauences. 

Hrs . Transome seems never to have possessed enou8h moral 

strength to attempt the jump . 

In the picture of Esther, we see some hints of what 

the youthful Hrs. Transome might have been . Both gifted 

and beautiful, Miss Li gnon with her "store of correct 

opinions" (p. 106) and Miss Lyon \'-7ith her "fast idious taste" 

(p. 159) are clearly intende d as parallels. Both were poor, 

and both faced with a crucial decision. Mrs. Transome enters 

her loveless marr i age , and a cquires the desire d wealth. 

Esther too is tempted to marry a wea lthy Transome, but she 

is granted the "good s tron8 terrib Ie vis ion" (p. 366) \17hich 

will save her . 

It is through Felix that Esther 's self content is 

shaken, as she c omes to recognize her shallm·mess in his 

eyes. She bein8s to "lose the sense of superiority in a-

awak ening need for reliance on one \vhose v ' s i on \ J 8, S Hide r, 
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"l;vhose nature "l;vas purer and stronger than her own" (p . 264). 

Felix, though sure she has a better self, is painfully aware 

of her susceptibility to "atta-of-rose fascinations" (p. 366) . 

Eliot wants us to see that the possibilities are open: 

Esther may follow her lower or her higher self. Her 

"changing face was the perfect symbol of her mixed 

susceptible nature, in which a battle ';vas inevitable , and 

the s ide of victory uncertain ll (p. Lt68). 

Esther is, of course, g r an ted the saving vision, 

and it is perhaps the only time when Hrs . Transome functions 

in so productive a fashion. Esther is tempted by the ease 

and luxury of Transome Court, but the Ilimage of restl e ss 

misery ll (p. 596), the tragedy of the dreary "I;'7asted life, 

empty of affect ion, fills Es ther v!i th horror. ':'he hauntin g 

Hrs . TransorJ.e provides II . a last vision to urge her 

towards the life where the draughts of joy spring from the 

unchanging fount ains 0 f reveren c e and devout l ove II (p. 597). 

Indeed, Estherl s d e cision to l eave Transome Court and 

abandon claims to h er fortune seems less lik e a r enunciat ion 

than a fli ght from death to life. 

Could Mrs . Transome, like Esth e r, h a v e cho sen 

dif ferent l y ? Undoubtedly, Esthe r has ovenJhelming advan

tages in her circumstances . The boredom a nd despair of 

Transome Cour t provide an effective warnin8 . An d Esthe r 

h as chosen her god, a lthough he is one who keeps her in 
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vvorship; but it is hard to her to be sent aT.t7ay v;ith her 

precious spikenard rejected, an d her long tresses too, 

that were let fall ready to soothe the \.vearied feet" 

(p. 469) . But her Christ does not fail Esther, and even 

had he finally rejected her, he had p rovided the imp etus 

T.t7hich led her to choose the higher life . 

Finally, it is impossible to answer whether 
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t·1rs . Transome could have chosen differently . Had she done 

so, she would have been another character -- an Esther 

perhaps. Nevertheless, Eliot leaves us with the impression 

that the negat ive factors in Nrs . Transome's circumstances 

have been of an ovenvhelming l y determining nature. To 

people like Esther, who are in need of human encouragement 

and sustaining example, those who provide it are an essential 

part of the process. There i s no evidence that Destiny 

provided a n y such necessar y i nspiration to the young Hiss 

Lignon . Th e conditions of existence are i mp lacable. Hhat 

Hiss Lignon sov'7ed , she also reaped, And her chances of 

plantinG a different crop appear ne g ligible , 

In Nrs. Transome, Eliot has dra\'ffi a character \'7ho 

seems so \oJeighted dov.7D by the Nemesis of her mm sin, that 

s h e is capable of no action which mi ght alter her lot. 

Mrs. Tr ansome has totally abandone d any power of wil ling 

and has sunk into complete i f bitter oassivity . With the 
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relinquishment of moral autonomy, she has 8iven up the 

struggle of human life, and merely subsists in ghostly 

form, haunting her self from her 01",11 past . Yet her Nemesis 

originated in her mm deeds, and it is her Ovffi abandonment 

of will that leaves her to be carried along by the deter

mining vvClves. 

Mrs. Transome illustrates the extremes of Eliot's 

view of moral determinism. Haggie, contemplating marriage 

with Stephen, sees herself becoming an outlawed soul, for

ever sinking and vlande ring vaguely, driven along by un-

certain impulse . 

in Mrs. Transome 

It is just such a character Eliot pictures 

- - one v"ho, as a result of the evil deeds 

of her youth, coupled with the evils of the f amily history, 

must subsist as the living damned . The deed and the time 

are in Eliot's world, forever irredeemable. 



CHAP TER IX 

THE PEREMPTORY HILL: GHENDOLEN HARLETH 

"[1arriage mus t be a relat ion either of s ympathy 

or of conquest" comments the n a rrator of Romola ( p . 427). 

The relation between Gwendolen Harleth and her husband 

Grandcourt falls unmistakably into the second category . 

In the beginning of the courtship, Gwendolen is like a 

"high-mettled racer" (p. l 3L~) , full of spiri t and i mp erious 

will; after the marr i age she i s secure l y harnes sed , held 

b y Grandcourt "with bit and bridle" ( p . 744). '1he novel 

is rep lete with i mages of power and powerles sness; wor ds 

such as "rrrastery", " dominance" and "submission" are 

fr equent . The contras t is continually dra~m between fr eedom 

and bondage , between illusory fr eedon and real freedom . 

The chief irony of GV.Jendolen ' s story i s that the marri age 

she takes to be the gateway to greater freedom turns out 

to be only the e n try to servitude. And y et she chooses her 

cour se: " A fish honestly invited to come and be eaten has 

a cl ear course i n dec l ining, but how if it find s i tself 

s,virnming agains t a ne t" (p. 345)? G,vendo l en, who cannot 

see that she must de cline, is inevitably caught in 

Grandcourt ' s net . 
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Like the youthful Nrs. Transome, G>;vendolen is 

dominated by her egoism, and suffers from the dangerous 

illusion tnat she may choose her ovm way in life, defying 

the moral restraints life has laid upon her. Gwendolen's 

moral sensibilities remain undeveloped. She has spent her 

early life wandering among foreign water-spots and, like 

Hetty, possesses no close attachment to the place of her 

birth. Offendene is not the cherished home of her youth, 

but a purchased "background" for the drama in which 

GvJendolen must star. It follows that, like Hetty , GV7endolen 

feels little sense of the obligatiolls of life . Wasting her 

time te a ching ner younger sister (vIhose role in life is to 

be ignorant) (p. 5L}) is a vexation. Ties with the family 

past wean nothing to GVlendolen; she has no compunction in 

g iving up the turquoises which belonged to her father. 

Mirah, in contrast to Gwendol en , directs her 

religious allegiance to the faith of her dead wother, 

searches for her lost brother, and attempts to keep the 

ties with the past alive in circumstances far less propitious 

than Gwendolen 's. Eliot means the comparison to be to 

Gwendolen's disadvantage, but unless he shares Eliot ' s pious 

a llegiance to the past, the reader finds it difficult to 

accept her evaluation. This is particularly the case when 

Eliot ' s iciealization of Mirah , in her world of fairy - tale 
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coincidence, makes Mirah ' s familial piety seem only one more 

unbelievable element. 

Gwendolen ' s experience of life is mini~al . She 

is possessed of an almost total naivete about sex. Her 

rr.other thinks unpleasant areas -- such as the possible 

existence of illeg itirra te children -- are rea lly better not 

mentioned. GHendolen ' s i gnorance and her vulnerability are 

clear . She is quite unprepared to face the "unmanageable 

forces in the state of matrimony" (p . 359). Ye t there is 

a suggestion that it is not merely ignorance or inexperience 

which l eads to G-';vendo len ' s revulsion from sex. Her avers i on 

vlhen Rex courts her comes as a surprise to GV.Jendolen; her 

f ee ling is something she could not have predicted . ':The 

life of pass ion" comment s the narrator "had begun negatively 

i n h e r" (p. 114) . It is not the absenc e of passion wh ich 

is her problem ; i ndeed Gv.7endolen f ee ls "passionately 

averse" to Rex ' s love . But Gwenclol en has real difficul ty 

i n giving and receiving on an equal ba s is . She is a young 

l ady of "peremptory I;vill" (p. L~6) , and requires others to 

exist in sub j ection to her . 

Gwendolen's relationships are al l charac teri zed 

by her i mperious need to dominate . 2er sisters are merely 

um·Je lcome appendages to the household , and although she 

is genuinely fond of her mother, it i s Mrs . Davilow who must 

defer ~ 1 1 
ctLL things to her spirited daughter . I t is 
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Gwendolen, the "princ e ss-in-exile" (p. 53), 1;\7ho will declare 

whether the new roy al residence is acc ep table, not the 

nominal queen. 

Gwendo len's will, then, is not schoo led by attach

ments growing from her past, nor by present affections. 

She sets out to "conquer circumstance" (p. 69) and think s 

she is we ll-equipped for the mastery of life. It is aloost 

axiomatic that G\'7endolen will dislike to concern herself 

\.vith relig ious matters. To the egoist, who sees himself 

at the centre of life , the pious nec e ssity of accepting 

the "irrevocable laws vJithin and without" is alway s a 

major problem . 

Relig ious matters occupy a c entral p lace in 

Danie l Deronda. As is usually the c ase in Eliot ' s nove ls, 

the conc e r n with r e lig ion displayed by a character ind icates 

his leve l o f 2waren ess of his true Dlace in life . A total 

lack of in terest (such as that displayed by Grandcourt or 

Gwendolen) i s genera lly the hallmark of the egoist . It is 

also true that ho l d i ng dogmat ic beliefs with conviction 

c an be equally wrong - headed. Do goat ists such as Mr . Bulst ro de 

are as domi nated by their egoisn as are sceptics like Tito 

Helem2. Clergymen of whom Eliot approves usually share 

a dislike for theolo g ical specu1 2t ion, and are governed 

by their human unde rstanding . G'·7endolen ' s uncle, 

~Ir; Gascoigne, is a member of ttlis fraternit y . 



Allegiance to a relig ious g roup is a cceptable 

-- even necess ary -- in Eliot's novels, so long as one 

lear ns, as Adam Bede does, that it is r eally f ee lings, 
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no t notions, tha t count in relig ion. So Dinah Morri s helps 

people , not with her Methodistic fervour , but with her 

" exquisite TNoman' s tact", and Dorothea recognizes the n eed 

for a good-hearted clergyman who wi ll deliver moral ho~ilies 

untainted by dogma. Mirah , ,,\lith her p iety clos ely linked 

to family feeling and a proper sense of submission, pro

vi des a religious exemplar in Daniel Deronda -- but one 

which Gwendolen i gno r es . 

A second model -- like Mirah, p roviding a d istinct 

contrast to Gwendo l en and Grandcourt -- is fo und in 

Hordecai. Yet he r epresent s something of a departure from 

Eliot's usual pattern . In Mordecai , she tries to picture 

a man of dogmat ic conviction \.;Tho is not dominated by egoism. 

Her attempt is scar c ely successful. Hordecai's self

absorption in hi s vag ue mystica l dreams bears a d i st inct 

resemblance to the kind of self-love general l y assoc i ated 

with the egoist. Dino's blindness to Romola ' s problems is 

condenmed, "\lhile l'!ordecai ' s blindness to l1irah ' s is not 

even questioned . Mordecai ' s great religious dream ("vhich 

bears a striking family resemblance to Eliot ' s ovm worship 

of the past) excuses all . Eliot is careful to po int out 

that ~orde cai does not suffer from the tinge of orthodoxy, 
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and in this she is certainly correct. Still, he is intended 

to be IIreligious" in some conventional sense, as the tok en 

references to the Divine unity indicate. Ye t Mor decai as a 

man of genuine relig ious conviction -- orthodox or un

orthodox -- is simply not believab le. Eliot has lost her 

ability to distance herself from her character in portraying 

Hordecai, and consequently a l lows her usual moral priorities 

to be violated . At the same time, it is her religious p re

suppositions ,.vhich underlie Mordecai · s stance, rendering 

the references to the llDivine Unity· · somewha t le ss than 

convincing . 

Gwendolen tak es no more int e r es t in Mo rde cai and 

his ideas than she does in Mirah·s piety. When she h ears 

that Dani e l is r eading Hebrew with Morde c a i, the informa

tion scarcely r egisters in her mind . Yet if she is t o 

achieve true r e ligious unde rst anding GvJendo l en must come 

t o an apprec i ation o f the truths of the ·· rel i g ion o f 

humaniti · . Eliot · s cha racters, however deceptivel y they 

may cloak their relig ious stance in the i stic l angu age, mus t 

l earn to sympathize Hith the c om.rnon lot , to reco gn ize the 

s acredness of human relations , and to realize their own 

no thingness in the f a ce o f a n imp l acable universe. 

Gwendo l en, as a yo ung woman wi th potentia l for 

transcending her own ego i sm, must have some a r ea of h er 

li fe in wh ich true religious t eaching might f ind a l odging . 

E l iot suggests that Go;'lendolen, as an egoist , i s devoid of 
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re l igious interest . Yet she also implies the existence of 

unheeded possib i lit i es i n GI;·Jendolen ' s nature . Gwendolen 

h ad always disliked: 

whatever vJas presented to her under the name of 
re l igion, in the same vJay that other people dis
like arithmetic and accounts: it had raised no 
other emot i on in her, no a l arm, no longing; so 
that the question whether she bel i eved it had 
not occurred to her, any ~ore than it had occurred 
to her to inauire into the conditions of colonial 
property and~anking, on which, as she had had 
many opportunities of knmving, the family fortune 
was dependent. ( p. 9L~) 

J ust as G\vendolen ' s disregard for financial matters leaves 

her powerless before the dissolution of the family fortune, 

s o her failure to pursue religious understanding leaves her 

unprepared for the destruction of her self-centred universe . 

But there are unnourished promptings of a different sort 

i n Gwendolen ' s character. Her susceptibility to terror, 

dramatically evidenced in her hysterical reaction to the 

dead white face depicted on the opening panel, bears witness 

to a displaced religious sense . Her liability to " fits of 

spiri tual dread" cons titut eS a H fountain of awe wi thin her" 

which "had not found its way into connection with the 

relig ion taught her or ,·7ith any human relations " (p . 94). 

Similarly , when she is alone in any open space, G~.vendolen 

is i mpressed " with an undefined feeling of i rnmeasureable 

existence a loof from her, in the midst of which she was 

helplessly incapable of asserting hers e lf" (pp. 94-5). 

These feelin g s could have g iven Gwendolen a clue to .her true 
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place in life, but she cannot tolerate the sense of help

lessne ss she e x periences ,,,hen her will is inoperative . 

Gwendolen is not able to resign h e rself to her o\m nothing

ness, yet she remains vaguely aware of the unmanag eable 

unive rse outside herself. 

GVlendolen possesses, then, a number of positive 

potentialities: she is moved by g enuine affection (if only 

for her mother), she is capable of passionate feeling, and 

she possesses a sense of spiritual awe . Yet in each of 

these areas something has gone wrong. Her affection is 

flmqed by her need to dominate, her passion is turned to 

aversion, and her spiritual awe has become n e r v ous dread. 

Gwendolen lacks the ability to give; she must have the 

central place and she must be in control. All of life is 

sub j e ct to h er peremptory will . And this vJill, independen t 

of r estraints, is a high l y unr e liabl e guide to res pons i bi l e 

action. It is cl ear that GVJendol en will h ave littl e re a l 

defence aga inst the determining power s of her own passionate 

e go i sm, for an unguided ,,,,il l is subject on ly to arbitrary 

c apr ic e. 

Gwendo l en ' s egoism is itself the resul t of a pre -

d etermined sequence . Th e k ind of society she inhab i ts, 

the type of edu cation and upbring ing she rece i ves, her 

h ereditary n ature , h er mother ' s charact er -- all these and 

many more are factors which enter in to the picture . There 
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is no ,yay of discovering the beginnine to Gwendolen ' s, or 

to anyone else's history . Eliot begins her account of 

Gwendo len's story in medias res, indicating that any 

" beginning" is merely a matter of convention. In the un-

ending chain of cause and effect of Eliot's deterQinistic 

world, every break idto or out of the chain m0S t be a sorne-

what arbitrary one. Gwendolen, at the end of the book, 

is left with the problems of her life unresolved. For as 

Eliot i mp lies in Hiddlemarch, life is not made up of a 

pattern of discrete wholes, but is lik e a web of ever-

increasing complexity, which cannot be understood by ex-

amining an isolated strand. 

G'dendo len's need for dominance, although it cannot 

be fully explained, remains the chief factor in determining 

her fate. Although she hope s to find freedoQ, her i mp erious 

will, governed by nothing beyond itself, puts her at the 

mercy of impulse. To Eliot it is essential t hat we have 

" . a binding belief or spiritual law, which is to lift 

us in to willing obedi enc e and save us from the slavery of 

1 1 . . 1" 1 unregu atec. paSSlon or l rr.pU se . 

lEliot, Life, III, 1 56 , l ette r to J. W. Cross, 
20th October 187-3-.--
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The will in bondage to i mpulse cannot be rationally 

controlled, but is a l ways subject to new caprice. Grand

court, in even greater degree than GVlendolen, is marked by 

this bondage of the vJill . About to propose to Gwendolen, 

he suffers froEl a "languor of intention. . like a fit 

of diseased numbness . to desist then, when all expecta -

tions was to the contrary, became another gratification of 

mere \;v i ll, sublimely independent of definite motive" (p . 1 87). 

G\;vendolen appears to have definite motive \;·Jhen a 

suitable prospect for husband appears . She is determined 

t o find greater scope for herself than the restrictions of 

life as a dependent girl permit, and if she must marry to 

do so, she will have a willing slave for a husband . Yet 

from the beginning of their relationship, Gwendolen senses 

some grounds for unease with Grandcourt. She curbs her 

natural tendency to satire, uneasily conscious that she 

suffers from a fear of offending him (p. 15 8 ). She is quite 

sure that after marriage she will be able to manage him 

thoroughly (p. 17 3) , yet she feels a sense of constraint 

with him she c annot full y underst and . Considering marria8e 

to Gr andcourt , G"\vendolen is subj ect to fluctuations of 

feeling wh ich she feels powerless to control. She \;·lavers 

back and forth, never conscious of what her fin a l dec ision 

will be: 



. one of two likelihoods. . presented them-
selves alternately, one of two decisions towards 
which she was being precipitated, as if they were 
two sides of a boundary-line, and she did not 
know on which she should fall . This subjection 
to a possible self, a self not to be absolutely 
predicted about, caused her some astonishment 
and terror: her favourite key of life -- doing 
as she liked -- seemed to fail her, and she could 
not foresee what at a given moment she might like 
to do. (pp. 172-3) 

Even after she thinks she h as decided to accept 

Grandcourt, GVlendolen feels an undercurrent of anxiety. 

She cannot unders tand vlhat holds her back . In her in-
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decision, she would at one point "v7illing l y have had we i ghts 

hung on her ovm caprice" (p. 176). \,lhen her uncle urges 

the duties of marriage upon her, Gwendolen confesses that 

she hesitates "vJithout grounds" (p. 17 8). Although 

GV7endolen cannot formulate her obj ections in rational terms, 

she senses something holding her back from marriage with 

Grandcourt . In her half-acknowledged antipathy to him, 

Gwendolen! s ins tinc ts are leading her aright. Yet ,.v i th no 

clear sense of moral direction she cannot evalu(~. her 

r eactions, but is left subj ect to each unpredictable ,.vave 

of feeling. The power of her wil l is really an illusion, 

her need for pre-eminence the obverse of what it seems: 

"G1;.7en do len had not conside r ed that the desire to conquer 

i 5 itself a sort of subjection" (p. 139). 

Although both Grandcourt and Gwendolen a re possessed 

of i mperious wills, there are differences between them . 
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Grandcourt is the exponent of absolute freedom . He attempts 

to live by "mere v-7il1" ungoverned by exterior or interior 

determinants . The result is anarchy of the soul. For if 

he wills independent l y even of his o~~ motivation, Grand

court ' s actions become simply arbitrary. Absolute freedom 

is an i llusion. Those who hope to live by it do not realize 

that they cannot escape determining forces . They only 

abandon rational control of their will, and are tyrannized 

by impulse. G_vendo1en, unlike Grandcourt, is troubled b y 

her "subjection to a possible self" she does not understand . 

She cannot be easy living by "mere will " ; she is restless, 

half-aware that she needs something -- although she does not 

know what it might be -- to guide her, and free her from this 

subjection. 

\'lhen GV7endo1en receives Lydia G1asher' s letter, her 

first though t is "it is come in time" (p. 187). She has 

been saved from the need to accept Grandcourt. Yet the 

respite is only temporary. After her loss of fortune, 

Gwendo1 en , faced with the terrible prospect of becoming a 

governess , is devo id of religious resources to help her 

accept her fate. She has "the l abyrinth of life befor e her 

and no clue" (p . 317) as to h01l7 to proceed in the maze. In 

this spiritual emptiness, when Gwendolen is afflicted with 

';1IlOr1d-nausea", Grandcourt' s rene\ve d suit co[;:es as a power

ful temptation. 
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G-vvendolen dreads to let Grar..dcourt come and see 

her, for al though she felt total revuls ion from him ,,?hen 

she learned his past, she is vaguely conscious of her own 

propensity to uncontrollable impulse. She dons her black 

dress - - the only possible wear for refusing an offer 

(p. 340). But it provides Gwendolen ,;,'?ith no protection 

agains t her v.!avering self. For she is by no means so firElly 

decided as she implies to her mother. She is dralvll DOvJer

fully to the li fe of freedom and luxury she thinks Grand

court offers, in spite of her fearful sense that marrying 

him would constitute a grave Iqrong . 

Grandcourt is avlare of GHendolen' s repugnance to 

his past, and his desire for mastery is spurred on by the 

need to triumph over that repugnance (p. 3L;·6). The proposal 

scene involves them in a subtle power play, as each tries to 

outmanoeuvre the other. Her assured dominance over Grand

c ourt vJi ll bring, Gwendolen thinks, a happy escape from 

"helpless subjection to an oppressive lot" (p. 346). 

Gwendolen's egoism, her n eed for Health and pre-eminence in 

life are potent determining forces. Her sense of unease 

over possible wrong-doing wei8hs little against Grandcourt's 

powerful inducements. Gwendolen senses that she is drifting 

towards a tremendous decision, " but drifting depends on 

something besides the currents, when the sails have been 

set beforehand" (p. 348 ). 
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The " yes" comes from G\vendolen' s lips and she \·,ill 

"get her choice". The needs of her e go istic nature have 

triumphed) for GVJendolen' s moral controls are ton weak to 

restrain her, although they rema in sufficiently strong to 

give her forebodings of avenginf powers. She is uneasily 

conscious that she cannot fool herself into believing that 

she has been motivated b y her mother 's needs . She is 

irritated when her mother suggests dislike of being sup-

ported by a son-in-law: " . the deeper cause of her 

irritation was the consciousness that she was not going to 

marry for her mama's sake -- that she was dravffi towards 

the marriage in vJays agains t 1;vhich stronger reasons than 

her mother's renunciation 1;-Je re yet not strong enough to 

hinder her" (p. 357). 

Gv;rendolen , with her illusions of superior claims, 

and with her unrestrained Hill, is bound to be deteTI!1ined 

by ~er passiona te egoism . Her sails h ave be en set , and 

her " choice " is inevitable. Her marriage to Gran dcourt 

provides her with a terrible Nemes is, in which her illus i ons 

of mastery are quickly di spe lled . Her h aun t ing dread that 

she has done wrong in marrying Grandcourt leaves her power

l ess before the implacability of his wil l. 

1·1rs . Transome vJ i th no spiri tual r e sources virtually 

g ives up her powe r of willing after her marriage and lives 

in helpl e ss bondag e to h e r m-711 past . Gwendolen with her 



peremptory \,'lill, independent of religious restraints, is 

also fated to live in bondage, to a husband whose powers 
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of mastery surpass her own. "Hilling strongly" is only 

effective when the vJill is directed by a proper sense of 

moral and spiritual priorities. Eliot has left open the 

possibility of further development in Gwendolen's character. 

Daniel Deronda \vill function for her (as Felix Holt did 

for Esther) as a kind of exterior conscience, "",hich can 

awaken Gwendolen's undeveloped mora l sense. For 

Mrs. Transome, there was no hope. Yet for Gwendolen there 

remains a possibility (however slight) that she might, in 

time, become "amon8 the best of \-JOmen" (p. 8L~O). 



CONCLUSION 

Sequences of determined events occur fr equently in 

Eliot's novels. It remains to consider how far such 

sequences carry conviction to the reader. Do the events 

and the resultant Nemeses visited upon her characters appear 

to have the inevitability Eliot assigns to them? 

The most convincing sequences do not occur, in my 

opinion, until her last tv'JO novels, }\~iddlemarch and Daniel 

Deronda. I n the earlier novels extraneous event, coincidence, 

or an obtrusive use of her mm deterministic or IYloral pre

supp ositions frequently assure a large place in the develop

ment of the 'Nemesis. But in the Rosam.und-Lydgate and 

Gwendolen-Grandcourt sequences events eT!'.erge di.rectly from 

the characterization, and carry conviction whether or not 

one concurs with Eliot ' s views on determinism. 

In Adam Bede, although Het t y 's pregnancy is not 

inevitable , it is certainly a possibility . Hhat is not so 

likely is tha t Hetty should mana8e to conc ea l this pregn an c y 

from all the astute eyes in h er cowffiunity . Arthur 's v a rious 

departures and arriva l s at precisely the correct time for the 

story are clearly more co incidental than inevit ab l e . 

In The Mill on the Floss, the sel e ction of a de ed 

sufficiently evil to precipitate the tragedy i s a prob l em 
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when Maggie is not basically an egoist. In the enG the 

magnitude of the Nenesis visited upon her seems quite out 

of proportion with the nature of the misde ed. And Ma gg i e ' s 

final fate is necessary only as the lI so l ut ion" to her 

insoluble moral ~ilemma. The Nenesis which overtakes Godfrey 

Cass in Silas Marner requires a childless second marriage 

and a wife who disapproves of adoption. In ROITiO la Ti to 

must eI'J.erg e froI'J. the river precisely \vhere his murderous 

foster father happens to be. These events nay be appropriate, 

but they are nonetheless coincidental rather than necessary. 

In the case of the Transome household the Nemesis 

is certainly apposite, and convincing -- providing one 

believes in the doctrine of an hereditary taint. The 

picture of Hrs. Transome as a haunted soul is a compelling 

one. It is clear that Eliot believes that Mrs . .--. , 
.i.ransome s 

spiritual atrophy is the di rect r esul t o f early wrong- doing . 

l\That is not so cle a r is that this spiritual c ondition is a 

psychologica l inevitability in s u ch circums t anc e s . 

In Mi ddlemarch elemen ts o f coincidence and rne lodraca 

max:~ the Bulstrode-Raffles sequence. Yet in this novel, 

for the first tine Eliot creates a r elat ionship where the 

Nemesis is alto gether convincing, since i t i s the result of 

the n atur a l deve lopmen t and interaction of charact e r. We 

see hO\.v Lydga te wi th his "spo ts of commonnes s " \vould be 



drawn to Rosamv nd. Given her " t orpedo contact" and the 

needs of Lydgate's affectionate nature, the resulting 

marriage with its deva stating effects upon Lydgate has 

an inevitability which does not depend upon coincidental 

circumstance. Similarly in Daniel Deronda , the marriage 
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between G~vendolen and Grandcourt and the subsequent pOv7er 

strugg le emerge naturally from the natures of the two 

characters. Grandcourt's dominance over Gwendolen, whose 

need for power wars against her half-fearful conscience, 

provides a Nemesis that is eminently believab le. Neither 

Eliot's doctrine nor the intrusion of fortuitous circum

stance ma~the Nemesis of her last novel. 

It is ironic then, that in this same novel where 

Eliot has achieved one of her most convincing examples of 

a determined sequence, she suspends her usua l n etwork of 

causality in the Deronda-Mordecai-Mirah sections of the 

book . Here th e " automatic voice of destiny" is silenced 

and the goddess of goo d fortune reigns. Deronda resc~e s 

Mirah, finds her brother, and discovers the h ereditary 

duti es he wishes for, all as a result of happy chance. 

This suspension of Eliot's deterministic system coupled with 

her loss of critical distancing (she treats these three 

characters with practically no irony ) leads to an e r osion of 

her mora l standa rds and a lo ss of credibility. Deronda 

displays his cmvardice (label l e d " sensitivity" b y a too-
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partisan author) in continually po stponing telling Gwendolen 

of his engagement. He also violates the dictum so sacrosanct 

in Maggie's case -- that people must honour ties brought about 

b y e xpectations and feeling s they arouse in others. Eliot 

has, of course, ensured that Deronda meets Mirah before he 

meets Gwendolen . This priority scarcely provides a con-

c 
vincing exuse for Deronda's treatment of Gyendolen. 

" 
In Daniel Deronda Eliot attempts to present a 

character whose final destiny is left open. Only in the 

story of Gwendolen does Eliot lay such careful g roundwork 

for the possibility of mora l regene ration in an egoist . 

Hints of undeveloped potentiality in Gwendolen's nature 

occur from the earliest p ages . This makes her a more COID -

plex and interesting character than the other e go ists, who, 

like Arthur or Bulstrode, may come to see that they have 

done wrong , but whose potentiality for growth is more 

assumed than prepared for. I n the case of Esther Eliot 

draws a charac t er of open potential, but one who does not 

share Gwendo l en' s depths of e go ism. In both these l atte r 

cases however i t is the presence of an " exterior conscience" 

in the person of a young man of moral rectitude wh ich pro-

vides the necessary c ata l ys t for the r egenerat ive process . 

These godlike young men (Fe lix i s compared to Christ, whil e 

Deronda stands "in the stead of God" to Gwendolen) provide 

the educative and sustaining influence necessary to guide 
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their weaker friends. Anyone less partial than Eliot might 

object that neither Felix nor Deronda is an especially 

. d .d f h d" 1 N h 1 prepossesslng can ~ate or t e lVlne ro e . evert e ess 

Eliot reassures us -- and clearly some reassurance is 

needed -- that Deronda has "not spoiled his mission" (p . 833). 

Yet in the end Gwendolen's future remains an open question. 

She is left with the mandatory depth of remorse, but she 

has not totally overcome the illusion that "whatever sur-

rounded her was somehow especially for her ." (p . 876). 

With her mentor only available by mail, the battle is by no 

means won and perhaps even the initial skirmishes remain in 

doubt . But Eliot has carefully prepared for the possibility 

of regeneration, and hope for Gwendolen remains. 

The question of responsibility is never satisfac-

torily settled in Eliot's novel s, and perhaps it cannot be 

in a deterministic system. Eliot herself maintains the 

priority of life and action over theorizing: 

When once we have satisfied ourselves that any 
one point of view is hostile to practice, which 
means life, it is not the dominance of intellect, 
but pove rty of judgement, that determines us to 
allow its interference in guiding our conduct . 
It i s rational to accept t wo app a rent irre con
cileables, rather than to reject tested processes 
in favour of reasoning which tends to nullify al l 
processes. l . 

1 Quoted in Rob e rt s , George Eliot, p . 42. 
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Man must act, and to act he must assume moral 

r esponsibility . It remains, however, somewhat of an in-

consistency in the novels to i mply that anyone character 

is more responsible than another. 

Eliot, as she says, urges the human sanctities 

2 chiefly through tragedy. This accords with her own sense 

of life; its sadness and seriousness seemed even more pro -

found to Eliot as she grew older: "pleasure seems so 

slight a thing, and sorrow and duty and endurance so 

great " .3 Hhen one's prime religious duty is to resign 

oneself to one's own nothingness in an implacable universe, 

life is indeed sad. The need to sympathize with the human 

lot, urged so strongly by Eliot, seems at times tinged 

with desperation. For life is ultimately tragic to Eliot. 

Whether her final vision captures reality is anothe r question. 

It may be (with a bow to Mark Twain) that the reports of 

God's death have been grea3Yexaggerated . And if this is 

th e case, then life remains ultimately what it has always 

been, not a tragic reality, but a part of the Divine comedy . 

2Eliot, Li fe, II, 319, letter to Frederic Harrison, 
15th August 1866-.-

3Eliot, Life, II, 33, letter to Miss Sa ra Hennell, 
14th June 1858 . 
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